NOTICE OF MEETING
MAIP STEERING COMMITTEE
A meeting of the MAIP Steering Committee will be held at the Automobile Insurers Bureau
Conference Center at 101 Arch Street, 7th Floor, Boston, on
THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 2019 AT 1:00 P.M.
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
Mr. John Kelly – Chair
MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation
Ms. Elizabeth Brodeur
Mr. Allen Chaves
Mr. Joshua Damico
Ms. Jean Downey
Mr. John Olivieri, Jr.
Mr. Henry Risman
Mr. Barry Tagen
Mr. Christopher Taylor
Ms. Marie-Armel Theodat
Mr. Mark Winiker

Safety Insurance Company
Arbella Insurance Company
GEICO
The Norfolk & Dedham Group
J.K. Olivieri Insurance Agency, Inc.
Risman Insurance Agency, Inc.
Pilgrim Insurance Company
The Hanover Insurance Company
R. Theodat Insurance Agency, Inc.
A-Affordable Insurance Agency Inc.

AGENDA
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19.01

Records of Previous Meeting

The Records of the MAIP Steering Committee meeting of April 23, 2019 should be read and
approved.
MSC
19.03

CAR Conflict of Interest Policy
The Chair will read a statement relative to CAR’s Conflict of Interest Policy.
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Updates to MAIP Rules and Procedures Manual

The Committee will continue its discussion relative to proposed amendments to Rules 21 – 40 of
the Rules of Operation to eliminate obsolete language and to reflect current practices. Corresponding
changes are also planned for the Assigned Risk Company and Assigned Risk Producer Procedures Manuals.
(Docket #MSC19.04, Exhibit #3)
MSC
19.05 Updates to Private Passenger Residual Market Rating Manual
The Committee should be prepared to continue its discussion relative to updates to the Private
Passenger Residual Market Rating Manual including:
• Rule 4 – Standard Procedures – require that the DEC pages be provided to the ARC no less than
20 days (rather than the current 30 days) – Approved at the last meeting
• Rule 7 – Policy Period - eliminate the option for policies written for less than 1 year – Approved
at the last meeting
• Rule 28 – Assignment of Operators – consider eliminating the exception for active military service
(item d). The elimination of the exception for clergy (item e) was approved at the last meeting
• Rule 31 – Transportation of Fellow Employees – The committee determined that this Rule should
be maintained as it provides a delineation between the private passenger and commercial markets
The relevant pages are attached. (Docket #MSC19.05, Exhibit #1)
MSC
19.08 MAIP Policy Application System
During 2018, the Registry of Motor Vehicles implemented the Operator phase of its project to
replace the existing system (ALARS) with a new system (ATLAS). CAR is proposing to enhance the
MAIP Policy Application System to prefill the Operator data based on the license number. The Committee
should be prepared to continue its discussion relative to update capability for each field in the proposed
pre-fill. More specific information will be distributed as additional information prior to the meeting.
MSC
19.09 Electronic Transmission of Payments
At its last meeting, the Committee commented that implementing a requirement that allows for the
transfer and receipt of electronic payments from agent offices may address concerns raised relating to the
issuance of compliance violations to agencies. The Committee should be prepared to discuss parameters
for such a requirement.
Other Business
To transact any other business that may properly come before this Committee.
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Executive Session
The MAIP Steering Committee may convene in Executive Session in accordance with the
provisions of G.L. c. 30A, § 21.

WENDY BROWNE
Vice President – Business Operations
Attachments
Boston, Massachusetts
May 23, 2019
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May 23, 2019
Rules 21-40 of CAR’s Rules of Operation
Memorandum of Changes
Rules 21 through 40 of CAR’s Rules of Operation establish the policies and procedures by which
Members, Assigned Risk Companies (ARCs) and Assigned Risk Producers (ARPs) are governed
with regard to the operation of, and participation in, the Massachusetts Automobile Insurance
Plan (MAIP). Although many modifications have been made to the Rules since the inception of
MAIP to reflect new practices and procedures put in place, the Rules have not been updated in
their entirety since May, 2008.
Accordingly, CAR staff has reviewed the current Rules and has made updates to reflect current
procedures. In general, the majority of the modifications made include the elimination of
obsolete language, procedures and date references and a clean-up of Rule language, as necessary.
A description of the more noteworthy updates made to the Rules are identified below.
Rule 21 – General Provisions
References to the MAIP phase-in and transition procedures have been eliminated.
Rule 22 – Definitions
Definitions for the Assigned Risk Company Manual and Assigned Risk Producer
Procedures Manual have been added to the Rule. The definition of the Manual of Administrative
Procedures Manual, which now applies to commercial business only, has been eliminated. The
Clean-in-Three Risk and New Business definitions have been eliminated as this terminology is no
longer applicable.
Rule 26 – Policyholder Rights and Responsibilities
Language referencing MAIP ineligibility for insurance obtained through a group
marketing plan, applicable during the transition to MAIP, has been eliminated. Reference to
Clean-in-Three Risks has been eliminated.
Rule 27 – Coverages
Reference to anti-theft device discounts has been eliminated, as those discounts are no
longer applicable to MAIP policies.
Rule 29 – Assignment Process
Obsolete language relative to the calculation used to determine a Member’s initial Quota
Share upon implementation of the MAIP and the Quota Share of a Newly Writing Company
whose initial rate filing and rate manual was effective prior to January 1, 2011 has been
eliminated. References to Clean-in-Three Risks have been eliminated.
Rule 30 – Assigned Risk Company Requirements
Obsolete language relative to the appointment of Newly Writing Companies with an
initial rate filing and rate manual effective prior to January 1, 2011 has been eliminated.
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A. General Provisions
The Massachusetts Automobile Insurance Plan (MAIP) has been created
to provide Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance to Eligible Risks, as
defined by Rule 22, who seek and are unable to obtain such insurance
through the voluntary market, and to assure that the risks written through
the MAIP are distributed equitably based upon the Quota Share of each
Member as defined by Rule 22.
All Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance business must either be
written voluntarily or be declined and referred for placement through the
MAIP.
Rules 21 through 40 of The CAR’s Rules of Operation of the MAIP are
adopted in accordance with CAR’s Plan of Operation in order to
implement the MAIP. and shall be effective July 16, 2007, subject to the
provisions for the phase-in of placements through the MAIP pursuant to
Section B. and the constraints identified in Section D.
B. Provisions for the Phase-In of Placements Through the MAIP
In order to achieve a smooth transition from the reinsurance facility
administered by Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers (the CAR
pool) to the MAIP, the placement of Eligible Risks through the MAIP
will not begin until April 1, 2008 pursuant to Section B.2. and will, at
first, be limited to New Business. The placement of all other business
through the MAIP will be subject to a gradual process. The first,
limited category of risks that must be placed through the MAIP if
declined in the voluntary market will also begin for policies effective
on or after April 1, 2008 pursuant to Sections B.2. and 3. Only as of
April 1, 2009 must all risks that are declined in the voluntary market
be placed through the MAIP pursuant to Section B.4. Additionally,
constraints on business that cannot be non-renewed are imposed
pursuant to Section D. This measured approach is necessary to ensure
that the MAIP is not overwhelmed in its initial operation and to allow
CAR time to implement the administrative framework of the MAIP.
To achieve these benefits, the following Rules apply to eligibility for
ceding to the CAR pool and to eligibility for placement through the
MAIP on or after July 16, 2007:
1. Beginning on July 16, 2007, the MAIP Rules become effective, but no
business can be placed through the MAIP until April 1, 2008.
Members who are eligible to cede pursuant to CAR Rules may
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continue to cede to the CAR pool new or other Private Passenger
Motor Vehicle Insurance business, including renewal business, with
policy effective dates from July 16, 2007 through March 31, 2008.
2. All New Business, pursuant to Rule 22, with policy effective dates on
or after April 1, 2008, must either be written voluntarily or be declined
and referred for placement through the MAIP. These declined risks
can no longer be ceded to the CAR pool as of April 1, 2008.
3. All Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance business, including
renewal business, with policy effective dates on or after April 1, 2008
that has 10 or more merit rating points, as determined by the MAIP
rate manual rules, must either be written voluntarily or declined and
referred for placement through the MAIP. These risks can no longer
be ceded to the CAR pool as of April 1, 2008.
4. All Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance business with policy
effective dates on or after April 1, 2009, must either be written
voluntarily or be declined and referred for placement through the
MAIP. These risks can no longer be ceded to the CAR pool as of
April 1, 2009.
The last policy effective date on which any risk can be ceded to the
CAR pool is March 31, 2009.
C. Transition Procedures
1. The following procedures have been established in order to continue a
smooth transition from the reinsurance facility administered by CAR
to the MAIP. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Rules,
including but not limited to the provisions of Rules 26.A.3.a.(3),
28.B.1., 28.C.1.a., 31.B.3.l., 31.B.5.a., and 31.B.6., these procedures
apply to applications for coverage effective through March 31, 2010
that meet the following eligibility criteria:
a. The applicant’s prior policy was non-renewed.
b. The applicant’s producer of record for the prior policy was an
Exclusive Representative Producer on the effective date of that
policy, or the prior policy was ceded to CAR.
c. There is no prior premium owed; and
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d. The applicant is otherwise eligible for MAIP placement.
2. An applicant that meets the established eligibility criteria is subject to
the following provisions:
a. The down payment will be calculated as 20% of the MAIP
premium;
b. Pre-inspection requirements will be waived;
c. The down payment and original MAIP policy application, signed
by the ARP, must be submitted to the Assigned Risk Company
within 2 business days of the assignment. The requirement for an
applicant’s signature on the original application will be waived
provided that, a signed copy of the application is received by the
ARP within 10 business days of the assignment. The ARP will be
required to maintain the signed copy, and make this copy available
upon request;
d. If requested by its former ERP, the former Servicing Carrier will
provide a list of non-renewed policies in electronic format to the
former ERP.
3. The following procedures apply to new business applications
submitted through the MAIP for coverage effective April 1, 2010
through March 31, 2011 by a former Exclusive Representative
Producer that does not have a voluntary contract as of April 1, 2010.
a. The down payment will be calculated as 20% of the MAIP
premium;
b. The down payment and original MAIP policy application, signed
by the ARP, must be submitted to the Assigned Risk Company
within 2 business days of the assignment. The requirement for an
applicant’s signature on the original application will be waived
provided that a signed copy of the application is received by the
ARP within 10 business days of the assignment. The ARP will be
required to maintain the signed copy and make this copy available
upon request.
4. Procedures adopted pursuant to Rule 21.C.3.a. and b. do not apply to
new business applications submitted through the MAIP by a former
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Exclusive Representative Producer that receives a voluntary contract
subsequent to April 1, 2010.
5. The down payment will be calculated as 20% of the MAIP premium
for new business applications resulting from the non-renewal of an
assigned policy as a result of the expiration of the three year
assignment period pursuant to Rule 29.D.1. This provision applies to
applications submitted to the MAIP for coverage effective September
1, 2011 through December 31, 2011.
D. Constraints on Placement Through the MAIP
1. A Clean-in-Three Risk, defined in Rule 22, and pursuant to the
provisions of Rule 21.D.2., D.3., D.4, and D.5., cannot be nonrenewed by a Member unless:
a. The insured, at his own initiative, chooses not to renew his policy
with such Member;
b. The producer terminates his relationship with a Member and the
producer transfers his book of business, which includes such a
Clean-in-Three Risk, from that Member to a new Member; or
c. The Member terminates his relationship with a producer and the
producer transfers his book of business, which includes such a
Clean-in-Three Risk, from that Member to a new Member.
2. For policies effective April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015, a Cleanin-Three Risk can not be non-renewed by the Member except as
provided by Rule 21.D.1. if the producer did not have a voluntary
contract or brokerage agreement with any Member as of April 1, 2010
and did not subsequently receive a voluntary contract or brokerage
agreement with a Member prior to October 31, 2013.
3. For policies effective April 1, 2015 through March 31, 2016, a Cleanin-Three Risk can not be non-renewed by the Member except as
provided by Rule 21.D.1. if the producer did not have a voluntary
contract or brokerage agreement with any Member as of April 1, 2010
and did not subsequently receive a voluntary contract or brokerage
agreement with a Member prior to September 24, 2014.
4. For policies effective April 1, 2016 through March 31, 2017, a Cleanin-Three Risk can not be non-renewed by the Member except as
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provided by Rule 21.D.1. if the producer did not have a voluntary
contract or brokerage agreement with any Member as of April 1, 2010
and did not subsequently receive a voluntary contract or brokerage
agreement with a Member prior to October 7, 2015.
5. For policies effective April 1, 2017 through March 31, 2018, a Cleanin-Three Risk can not be non-renewed by the Member except as
provided by Rule 21.D.1. if the producer did not have a voluntary
contract or brokerage agreement with any Member as of April 1, 2010
and did not subsequently receive a voluntary contract or brokerage
agreement with a Member prior to November 16, 2016.
6. For policies effective April 1, 2018 and subsequent, the restriction on
the non-renewal of a Clean-in-Three Risk no longer applies.
For Clean-in-Three Risks whose policies expire April 1, 2018 through
March 31, 2019, the following procedures shall apply:
On or about the first business day of the month, the Member will
distribute to the ARP a list of Clean-in-Three policies which will
expire during the month at least 120 days from the distribution date,
thereby providing the ARP an opportunity to seek replacement
coverage in the voluntary market. If replacement coverage is obtained
for the risk, the ARP shall submit a Notice of Transfer of Insurer to the
former Member identifying the new carrier.
No less than 60 days prior to the expiration date, if replacement
coverage is not obtained for the Eligible Risk, the ARP shall submit an
application to the MAIP. Upon receiving the assignment, the ARP
shall submit a Notice of Transfer of Insurer to the former Member
identifying the newly designated ARC. A down payment is not
required and upon receipt of the application, the newly designated
ARC will bill the applicant for 20% of the premium to be charged,
which shall be the lower of the MAIP premium or the voluntary
premium for which the applicant qualifies. The pre-inspection
requirement shall be waived provided that the vehicle(s) to be insured
is the same as the vehicle(s) insured under the previous policy.
If a Notice of Transfer of Insurer is not received, the designated
Member will issue a non-renewal notice to the named insured at least
45 days prior to the expiration date with a copy sent to the ARP.
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E. Obligations of Assigned Risk Companies Relative to Clean-inThree Business
The Producer of a Clean-in-Three Risk, renewed by an Assigned Risk
Company (ARC) pursuant to Rule 21.D., shall continue as the risk’s
producer of record and shall be paid commissions owed on such
business, even if the producer does not hold a voluntary contract with
the ARC. The producer’s commission and the term of commission
payments are governed by Rule 30.C.1.d.
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When used in the Rules, the following terms shall have the stated
meanings:
ASSIGNED RISK COMPANY (ARC) means a Member that has been
appointed pursuant to the Plan and Rules of Operation to issue Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policies assigned through the MAIP
and is a Servicing Carrier as this term is used in G.L. c. 175, § 113H.
ASSIGNED RISK COMPANY PROCEDURES MANUAL means the
manual of administrative procedures developed by CAR to provide ARCs
with detailed instructions and information needed to perform their MAIP
obligations.
ASSIGNED RISK POLICY means a Private Passenger Motor Vehicle
Insurance policy underwritten by an ARC pursuant to assignment through
the Massachusetts Automobile Insurance Plan (MAIP).
ASSIGNED RISK PRODUCER (ARP) means any person licensed as a
property and casualty insurance producer pursuant to G.L. c. 175, § 162H
through § 162X inclusive, that has completed the MAIP requirements and
has been certified by the Governing Committee or its designee to
immediately submit Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policies
for placement through the MAIP with an ARC.
ASSIGNED RISK PRODUCER PROCEDURES MANUAL means the
manual of administrative procedures developed by CAR to provide ARPs
with detailed information needed to perform their MAIP obligations.
CAR means Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers.
CAR (car) YEAR OF EXPOSURE means one car insured for 12
months.
CLEAN-IN-THREE RISK means an Eligible Risk who is the named
insured and any other person who usually operates the vehicle, who during
the three successive years prior to the policy effective date, meets all of
the following requirements:
(1) has been licensed to operate an automobile in Massachusetts at least 36
successive months prior to the effective date of the policy;
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(2) has been continuously insured for the past 36 months prior to the
effective date of the policy, with no more than one period of lapsed
coverage and where such period was not in excess of 60 days;
(3) has not been found to be at fault for an accident that generated an
insurance claim including a PIP claim, or a traffic violation as defined
in 211 CMR 134.00 in the 36 months immediately prior to the
effective date of the policy; and
(4) In the previous 60 successive months prior to the effective date of the
policy has not had a DUI conviction or a conviction for a vehicular
felony.
COMMISSIONER
Massachusetts.

means

the

Commissioner

of

Insurance

of

ELIGIBLE RISK means any person who qualifies for a Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policy under the provisions of G.L.
c.175, § 113H excluding Antique Motor Vehicles pursuant to G.L. c.175,
§ 113U.
GOVERNING COMMITTEE means the committee required by G.L. c.
175, § 113H(B).
HOUSEHOLD MEMBER means anyone living in a person’s household
at a single residence who is related to that person by blood, marriage, or
adoption. This includes wards, stepchildren or foster children.
INACTIVE MEMBER means any insurer which is licensed to write
Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policies or bonds in
Massachusetts, but which did not, in fact, issue any Private Passenger
Motor Vehicle Insurance policies or bonds in Massachusetts voluntarily
during the most recent calendar year and which is not the issuing company
on any outstanding Massachusetts Private Passenger Motor Vehicle
Insurance policies or bonds.
LIMITED ASSIGNMENT DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT (LADA)
means a contract between an ARC and another Member under which the
Member transfers its obligation to provide Private Passenger Motor
Vehicle Insurance policies to risks assigned to it through the MAIP to the
ARC and the ARC agrees to assume liability for and service all of the
Member’s MAIP assignments in exchange for a negotiated fee.
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MAIP means the Massachusetts Automobile Insurance Plan. The MAIP
is the mechanism by which Eligible Risks who are unable to obtain
voluntary coverage are assigned to a Member for the purpose of obtaining
Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance coverage, and by which such
risks are distributed equitably based upon each Member’s Quota Share.
MANUAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES (MAP) means the
CAR Manual of Administrative Procedures of the MAIP.
MEMBER means any insurer which is licensed to write Private Passenger
Motor Vehicle Insurance policies or bonds in Massachusetts and which
does not qualify for inactive membership status. Groups of companies
under the same ownership and management will be treated as a single
Member. Groups of companies under either the same ownership or
management, but not both, may elect to be treated either separately or as a
single Member.
MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE means direct insurance against
injury or damage, including the legal liability arising out of the ownership,
operation, maintenance or use of motor vehicles, including but not limited
to bodily injury liability insurance, personal injury protection insurance,
property damage liability insurance, physical damage insurance, medical
payments insurance, uninsured/underinsured motorists insurance and
towing and labor insurance.
NEW BUSINESS for the Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance
market means: 1) a newly licensed driver applying for his own policy; or
2) a risk applying to a Member who has not been insured in the
Commonwealth in the 12 months preceding the application for coverage.
This definition will expire upon the completion of the transition pursuant
to Rule 21 from a reinsurance facility to the MAIP.
NEWLY WRITING COMPANY means any Member which did not
provide physical damage and/or liability coverage under a Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policy in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts in the 12 consecutive calendar months preceding the
calendar date on which the Member’s initial Private Passenger Motor
Vehicle Insurance rates and rate manual became effective.
PERSON means every natural person, firm, partnership, association,
corporation, government or agency.
PLAN OF OPERATION or PLAN means the CAR Plan of Operation.
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PRIVATE PASSENGER MOTOR VEHICLE means those vehicles as
defined in a Massachusetts Private Passenger Automobile Insurance
Manual on file with the Commissioner.
QUOTA SHARE means the volume of business assignable through the
MAIP to a Member that qualifies to be appointed as an ARC pursuant to
Rule 30.
RULES OF OPERATION or RULES or RULE means the CAR Rules
of Operation of the MAIP or a Rule of the MAIP.
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A. Member Obligations
1. Every Member shall be bound by the Plan of Operation and all Rules
adopted pursuant to it.
2. A Member declining to write a risk voluntarily must provide the
reason for the declination in writing to the applicant either directly or
through the producer within a reasonable time after the decision is
made.
3. Financial Obligations
a. Each Member agrees to pay assessments levied against it for the
operating expenses of the MAIP, to pay penalties levied against it
under the Rules adopted by the Governing Committee, and to
submit in a timely and accurate fashion all statistics, records and
accountings required by the MAIP.
b. Each Member, in recognition of the absolute necessity for timely
payments of balances owed the MAIP, shall pay late payment fees
at the prime rate as established by the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston compounded monthly for late payment of any assessment
or late payment fees levied in accordance with the Plan or Rules of
Operation. Each Member shall also compensate the MAIP for all
damages and expenses incurred by the MAIP as a result of the
failure of any Member to pay any balance owed the MAIP
pursuant to the provisions of Rules 23 or 35, which remains unpaid
as of the 10th calendar day following the invoice due date, written
notice of the default having been mailed by certified mail to the
company by the MAIP on or after the first business day following
the invoice due date. Damages and expenses as used herein shall
include but not be limited to the MAIP's attorney's fees incurred
directly or indirectly with the collection of the balance due, all
costs of borrowing incurred as a result of the non-payment, the cost
of all staff time spent in connection with efforts to collect the
balance outstanding, all financial losses resulting from nonpayment and all other related expenses and losses.
c. Any Member shall be entitled to appeal to the Governing
Committee any assessments, or late payment fees, damages or
expenses which were levied in accordance with the Plan or Rules
of Operation. However, the Member will be required to pay the
amount billed by the MAIP before such appeal will be considered.
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If the Governing Committee rules in favor of the Member, a proper
adjustment, including interest at the prime rate and any damages
and expenses assessed, will be made by the MAIP to the Member's
account. Before exercising any other right of appeal provided
pursuant to G.L. c.175, § 113H, the Plan of Operation or Rules of
Operation of the MAIP, the Member shall pay all amounts owed to
the MAIP.
d. With respect to Members which have failed to pay assessments,
late payment fees or compensatory damages or expenses within
forty-five (45) calendar days of the postmark date of the overdue
payment notice, a report will be submitted to the Division of
Insurance setting forth the fact of such non-payment for its
consideration and, if it deems appropriate, action.
4. When a Member is merged or consolidated into another insurer, or
another insurer has reinsured a Member's entire motor vehicle
insurance business in Massachusetts, such Member and its successor in
interest or such other insurer shall be liable for such Member's
obligations. The Quota Share of the continuing Member will be
adjusted to include the business attributable to the merged or
consolidated Member.
5. Assigned Risk pPolicies of the transferring Member shall not be
subject to cancellation by the Member to which said obligations have
been transferred in accordance with the provisions of Rule 29 –
Assignment Process; provided however, that nothing set forth herein
shall prohibit the cancellation of an Assigned Risk pPolicy pursuant to
the provisions defining an eEligible rRisk or the provisions of G.L.
c.175, § 22C.
6. A Member may terminate its membership in the MAIP upon the
surrendering of its license to write motor vehicle insurance policies or
bonds in Massachusetts. Terminations of membership shall not
discharge or otherwise affect the liabilities of the Member incurred
prior to the effective date of the termination of membership or in any
way affect the Member’s obligation to make payments pursuant to the
provisions of Rule 35 – Assessments.
7. If any Member is declared insolvent by a court of competent
jurisdiction, its membership in the MAIP shall terminate as of the date
it is declared insolvent, but it shall be liable to the MAIP for all
obligations incurred under the Plan or these Rules as of the date it is
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declared insolvent. The MAIP shall compute the amount of such
obligations in accordance with these Rules and shall be entitled to
offset any liabilities of the Member to the MAIP against any liabilities
of the MAIP to the Member.
8. No judgment against the MAIP shall create any direct liability against
the individual Members.
9. There shall be an Annual Meeting of the Members of the MAIP, which
shall be held within seventy-five (75) days of the end of the fiscal year
at such time and place as is determined by the Governing Committee
and specified in the notice of meeting.
10. Special meetings of the Members of the MAIP shall be called at any
time by the Governing Committee upon the written request of eight (8)
members of the Governing Committee.
11. Written notice of any such meeting of the Members of the MAIP shall
be sent to each Member at least ten (10) days before the date fixed for
such meeting stating the purpose of the meeting.
12. Minutes of all Governing Committee, Subcommittee (both standing
and temporary), and Advisory Committee meetings of the MAIP shall
be sent to all Members, the Governing Committee, producer
associations, and the Commissioner.
B. Inactive Member Obligations
An Inactive Member shall receive those distributions from the MAIP
which are required by Article X of the Plan of Operation or which
otherwise emanate from the Massachusetts Division of Insurance.
Inactive Members will not be furnished with other MAIP Bulletins and
will not be assigned reporting numbers. Inactive Members must abide
by the Plan of Operation and Rules of Operation of the MAIP. At
such time as an Inactive Member voluntarily issues a private motor
vehicle insurance policy or bond in Massachusetts, it must
concurrently obtain a reporting number and as of that date must fully
assume the obligations of a Member.
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A. Responsibilities of the Governing Committee
The Governing Committee of CAR shall have responsibility for the
administration of the MAIP, including the preparation and filing of the
Plan and Rules of Operation and the adoption and filing of any
amendments to the Plan or Rules or Plan of Operation.
B. Members and Alternates
Any member of the Governing Committee may designate an alternate
for any meeting of the Governing Committee by giving notice to the
Commissioner and the MAIP of the name of such alternate prior to the
meeting, subject to the approval of the Commissioner. In addition, all
members of the Governing Committee shall designate, subject to the
approval of the Commissioner, an alternate who may attend one
meeting of the Governing Committee during each calendar year
without prior approval of the Commissioner for the specific meeting.
C. Powers
The Governing Committee shall have the following powers:
1. To select at the annual meeting a Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the
Committee in accordance with the following procedures:
The position of Chairman and Vice-Chairman shall be rotated annually
between those chosen from insurance companies and those chosen
from producers of insurance, except the Committee may elect an
incumbent Chairman and/or an incumbent Vice-Chairman to a second
one-year term or, if the incumbent has served for less than a full year,
to one new term of one year, regardless of his (her) the predecessor.
At no time shall the Chairman and Vice-Chairman both be insurer
members or producer members of the Committee. No person may
serve more than two (2) consecutive terms as Chairman of the
Committee. In the event the Chairman is unable to complete his (her)
the term, the Vice-Chairman shall become Chairman, at which time
the Committee shall elect a new Vice-Chairman;
2. a. To appoint and remove the officers of the MAIP, subject to the
approval of the Commissioner, and fix their salaries within the
ranges established for the position. After an appointment has been
approved, the Commissioner may instruct the Governing
Committee to remove the officer for cause only. Salary ranges for
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officers shall be established by the Governing Committee, subject
to the approval of the Commissioner, at a level that is consistent
with the level of salaries in public sector organizations in
Massachusetts;
b.

To appoint or employ others as is necessary to carry out the
business of the MAIP;

3. To appoint, in consultation with the Commissioner, standing or
temporary subcommittees for purposes of assuring that subcommittees
fairly represent the Member Companies and producers, with due
consideration given to the existence of expertise appropriate for the
subcommittee in question. No individual may serve as Chairperson of
more than two (2) standing subcommittees;
4. To prepare an Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual and an
Assigned Risk Producer Procedures Manual Manual of Administrative
Procedures which shall contain instructions and information needed to
assure the successful operation for the statistical recording and
reporting of the MAIP; business, auditing and claim review
procedures, and other pertinent information;
5. To appoint or terminate ARCs as necessary;
6. To certify or revoke the certification of ARPs as necessary;
7. To manage the process by which risks are assigned to ARCs and to
establish a process for requests for reassignment by policyholders by
reason of placement in the MAIP, as is provided for by Rule 26.B, and
to report quarterly to the Division the circumstances and outcomes of
such requests for review;
8. To ensure that CAR complies with its obligations to applicants and
policyholders in the MAIP;
9. To levy assessments on the Members as necessary for the operating
expenses of the MAIP;
10. To assess penalties as provided for in the Rules of Operation, Assigned
Risk Company Procedures Manual or Assigned Risk Producer
Procedures Manual or Manual of Administrative Procedures and to
report to the Commissioner on a quarterly basis all producer and
Member infractions;
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11. To authorize contracts as necessary to provide space, equipment and
services for the MAIP;
12. To distribute an annual report and minutes of the Annual Meeting of
the Governing Committee and all other Governing Committee,
subcommittee and advisory committee meetings to the Commissioner,
to Members and to producer representatives serving on any committee;
13. To file manuals of classifications, rules, rates, rating plans and policy
forms with the Commissioner, as may be permitted or required by law;
14. To initiate or defend legal actions in the name of the MAIP on behalf
of the Members; and
15. To take any other action it deems necessary or appropriate for efficient
and effective operation of the MAIP consistent with the purpose and
intent of the MAIP.
D. Annual Meeting
The Governing Committee shall hold an Annual Meeting in
conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the Members and shall report
a summary of the previous fiscal year's activities at that time.
E. Additional Meetings
The Governing Committee shall hold additional meetings as necessary
when called by the Chairman, by the Commissioner, or upon written
petition of four (4) members of the Governing Committee. No
meeting shall be held with less than ten (10) days' notice unless at least
eight (8) members of the Committee waive the notice requirement,
which waiver shall be entered into the minutes of the meeting.
F. Agendas for Meetings
Agendas for meetings shall be furnished to all members of the
Governing Committee and to the Commissioner with the notice of
such meeting. Only items specifically listed on the agenda will be
considered unless two-thirds of the members of the Committee present
vote for admission of each additional item.
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G. Quorum
A quorum of the Governing Committee shall consist of eight (8)
members, at least two (2) of which are insurer members and two (2) of
which are producer members. No vote of the Governing Committee
shall be taken unless a quorum is present.
H. Procedures
Before the Governing Committee takes final action on a matter that
has a direct impact on the determination of any Member’s Quota Share
or any other significant financial impact, the final text of the motion to
be considered will be provided to all members of the Governing
Committee, at least twenty (20) calendar days prior to the scheduled
Governing Committee action, unless ten (10) members of the
Governing Committee vote to waive the twenty (20) day requirement.
The text of the motion, sent to members of the Governing Committee,
will be accompanied by an explanation. Any such action taken by the
Governing Committee will not take effect for twenty (20) calendar
days, unless ten (10) members of the Governing Committee vote that
the action will be effective immediately. Any party aggrieved by the
action may appeal to the Commissioner pursuant to Rule 40.B.
I. Proxy Voting Not Allowed
No member of the Governing Committee shall be permitted to vote by
proxy.
J. Open Meetings
All Governing Committee, subcommittee (both standing and
temporary) and advisory committee meetings shall be subject to the
provisions of G.L. c.30A, § 11A½. Upon a two-thirds vote of the
members of the Governing Committee present and voting, the
Governing Committee may meet in Executive Session, as permitted by
said § 11A½.
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The officers of the MAIP shall include a President and such other officers
as the Governing Committee may authorize. The position descriptions of
the above officers will be contained in the Personnel Manual under the
jurisdiction of the Governing Committee. The Personnel Manual will also
contain information regarding the term of office and salary ranges of the
officers.
The President shall preside at all meetings of the MAIP membership and
attend meetings of its committees of which he the President is a member
ex officio, and perform such other duties as may be designated by the
Governing Committee.
The President shall be responsible for all property of the MAIP, shall
receive and carefully keep all monies of the MAIP, disburse the same only
for the business of the MAIP, and shall account to the Governing
Committee for all such disbursements.
The President, or such other person as the Governing Committee may
appoint, may sign and endorse in the name and on behalf of the MAIP in
the transaction of its business, but not otherwise, checks, drafts, notes, and
bills of exchange, subject to such countersignature as the Governing
Committee may determine.
The President, or such other person as the Governing Committee may
appoint, shall make such filings with the Commissioner on behalf of the
MAIP as may be directed by the Governing Committee.
In the absence of the President, or the inability of the President to act, the
Governing Committee shall designate another officer of the MAIP to act
as President, with all the powers and duties conferred upon the President
by the Plan and the Rules of Operation.
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A. Eligibility Requirements
1. Applicants Eligible for the Massachusetts Automobile Insurance Plan
(MAIP)
a. A completed, signed application for assignment submitted to the
MAIP shall constitute a certification by the applicant, or his duly
authorized agent submitting the application on his behalf, to the
effect that the applicant has attempted within 15 days prior to the
date of application to obtain Motor Vehicle Insurance in the
voluntary market and that he has been unable to obtain such
insurance through a voluntary policy.
b. An application shall be considered in good faith if the applicant
reports all information of a material nature and does not
intentionally make incorrect or misleading statements in the
prescribed application form, or does not fall within any of the
prohibitions or exclusions pursuant to Section A.3. of this Rule.
c. The MAIP shall be available to residents and non-residents of the
state only with respect to motor vehicles that are registered or will
be registered in the state within 15 days, except that non-residents
who are members of the United States military forces shall be
eligible with respect to motor vehicles registered in other states
provided such military non-residents are stationed in this state at
the time application is made and are otherwise eligible for
insurance under the Plan.
2. Motor Vehicles Eligible for Assignment
The MAIP shall accept for assignment applications to insure all types
of motor vehicles that may be insured under a standard Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policy approved for use by the
MAIP.
3. Applicants not Eligible for the MAIP
a. No Assigned Risk Company (ARC) is required to offer or continue
insurance to any applicant or insured in any of the following
circumstances:
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(1) If any person who usually drives the motor vehicle does not
hold or is not eligible to obtain an operator’s license or fails to
obtain such license as required by law; or
(2) If the applicant or any person who usually drives the motor
vehicle has failed to pay an insurance company any motor
vehicle insurance premiums due or contracted during the
preceding 12 months; or
(3) An applicant shall not be entitled to physical damage insurance
pursuant to Rule 27 nor shall any ARC be required to offer or
continue to offer physical damage insurance if the applicant
has failed to make the vehicle(s) available for inspection
pursuant to 211 CMR 94.
b. An applicant who is eligible for insurance shall not be placed in the
MAIP in any of the following circumstances:
(1) If a person obtains insurance through a group marketing plan
pursuant to G.L. c. 175, § 193R; or
(2) Iif the applicant is one of two or more entities, in each of which
the same person or group of persons or corporations owns a
majority interest, none of such entities shall be eligible for
insurance through the MAIP if any such entities have failed to
meet its premium obligations as outlined above. If an entity
owns the majority interest in another entity that in turn owns
the majority interest in another entity, all entities so related
shall be considered under the same majority ownership for
purposes of this Rule.
B. Reassignment Rights
1. An ARC shall provide coverage to each applicant assigned to it.
However, pursuant to Sections B.2. and B.3. of this Rule, an applicant
or policyholder may subsequently request reassignment to another
Member if the applicant or policyholder can establish any one of the
following:
a. the applicant or policyholder has previously been involved as a
plaintiff in litigation with the ARC;
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b. the applicant or policyholder is currently involved as a plaintiff in
litigation with the ARC;
c. the policyholder of an ARC filed a consumer complaint with the
Division of Insurance against such ARC prior to the MAIP
assignment;
d. the policyholder of an ARC filed a consumer complaint with the
Attorney General against such ARC prior to the MAIP assignment;
or
e. the applicant or policyholder has invoked his rights under a
consumer protection statute regarding his relationship with the
ARC (i.e. applicant has previously issued a Chapter 93A Demand
Letter) prior to the MAIP assignment.
2. To request reassignment, an applicant or policyholder must complete
the Request for Reassignment Form found in the Assigned Risk
Company Procedures Manual and provide the necessary
documentation required by such form no later than 30 days following:
1) the date of the initial assignment through the MAIP, or 2) the annual
policy renewal date.
3. Pursuant to Rule 29.FE.2., at no time may an applicant or policyholder
request reassignment to a different Member if any outstanding
premium balance is due the ARC. Furthermore, an applicant or
policyholder may not for any reason request reassignment to a specific
Member under this Section.
4. If the reassignment of an applicant or a policyholder pursuant to Rule
26.B.1. results in assignment to a Member that has executed a Limited
Assignment Distribution Agreement (LADA) with the ARC from
which the applicant or the policyholder has requested reassignment,
the MAIP shall apply the reassignment process until the applicant or
the policyholder obtains insurance from another ARC.
C. Clean-in-Three Risks
All Clean-in-Three Risks with renewal dates during the period April 1,
2008 through March 31, 2014, shall not be non-renewed by a Member,
subject to the exceptions identified in Rule 21.D.
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CD. Re-Eligibility for the MAIP
Applicants eligible for assignment in accordance with Section A. are
subject to the following re-eligibility requirements.
1. New Application
Any applicant denied insurance under Section A. or cancelled under
Section ED. of this Rule may reapply to the MAIP as soon as the cause
of ineligibility is removed.
a. Applicants cancelled for non-payment of premium may reapply for
assignment at any time provided no earned premium is owed the
previous assigned company.
b. If an applicant cancelled for non-payment of premium reapplies,
provided such applicant is otherwise eligible, the application shall
be accompanied by the deposit pursuant to Rule 28.
c. Such application shall be considered a new application and the
applicant shall be assigned to a Member pursuant to Rule 29 or
reassigned to the prior Member, if applicable.
2. Renewal Application
Any policyholder, who fails to pay the renewal premium quoted by the
ARC in accordance with these Rules, may reapply for assignment at
any time.
a. If the applicant reapplies, provided the applicant is otherwise
eligible, the application shall be accompanied by the deposit
pursuant to Rule 28.
b. Such application shall be considered a new application and the
applicant shall be assigned to a Member pursuant to Rule 29.
E.D. Cancellations
If a policy is cancelled by the ARC at any time or by the insured within 30
days of the effective date or the receipt of the policy, whichever is later,
the return premium shall be computed pro rata. Policy in this instance
includes the copy of the coverage selections page showing the final policy
premium.
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Nothing in these Rules should be construed to change the statutory
obligations of companies to their producers or policyholders with regard to
policy non-renewal or cancellation.
1. Cancellation at the Request of the Policyholder
If the policy is cancelled at the request of the insured later than 30 days
from the effective date or later than 30 days from the receipt of the policy,
whichever is later, the return premium shall be calculated on a short rate
basis except that in the following cases the return premium shall be
computed pro rata:
a. If the policyholder has disposed of the vehicle, provided the
policyholder obtains a new policy with the same company on
another vehicle to become effective within 30 days of the date of
cancellation;
b. If the insured vehicle is repossessed under the terms of a financing
agreement;
c. If a vehicle is cancelled from a policy, the policy remaining in
force on another vehicle, or if there remains in force in the name of
the insured or his spouse, if a resident of the same household, and
in the same company, a concurrent vehicle policy covering another
vehicle;
d. If the policyholder enters the military service of the United States
of America;
e. If the insured deletes or reduces any coverage and the policy
remains in effect for other coverage;
f. If the policyholder requests cancellation of a policy because
coverage has been replaced in the voluntary market, and provides
the ARC written confirmation of the replacement coverage.
g. Theft of Vehicle or Plates
(1) If the insured vehicle is stolen or destroyed (total or
constructive total loss) and cancellation is requested by the
insured within 30 days following the date the vehicle was
stolen or destroyed, the return premium for all coverages
(including the premium for the coverages under which the loss
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was paid) shall be calculated on a pro rata basis from the day
following the date of such loss.
(2) If the insured’s registration plates are stolen or destroyed, a lost
plate affidavit is to be filed with the Registry of Motor
Vehicles canceling only coverage with respect to such plates
effective the day following the date of such loss, and the policy
shall continue to provide coverage with respect to any
replacement plates.
(3) If the insured files a lost plate affidavit with the Registry of
Motor Vehicles, the company may cancel the policy.
2. Except as otherwise provided by law, no cancellation of the policy, or
any of its parts, whether by the company or by the insured, shall be
valid unless written notice thereof is given by the party proposing
cancellation to the other party at least 20 days in each case prior to the
intended effective date thereof. Notice of cancellation sent by the
company to the insured and the loss payee at the addresses stated in
the policy by regular mail for which a certificate of mailing receipt has
been obtained from the United States Postal Service, shall be a
sufficient notice. and aAn affidavit of any officer, producer, or
employee of the company, duly authorized for the purpose, that he has
so sent such addressed as aforesaid, shall be prima facie evidence of
the sending thereof as aforesaid.
When the cancellation becomes effective, the company shall
electronically transmit the pertinent data to the Registry of Motor
Vehicles in the manner prescribed by the Uninsured Motorists System
(UMS). The written notice to the insured shall specify the reason or
reasons for cancellation if the cancellation affects Part 1 coverage. If
the reason for cancellation is non-payment of premium, the Notice of
Cancellation shall state the amount of deficiency of the premium owed
to the company for all the insurance provided and shall state in
substance that the cancellation will not be effective if the insured pays
the full amount of such deficiency on or prior to the effective date of
the cancellation. If a cancellation of the policy results in a return
premium of less than $5.00, no refund need be made except at the
request of the insured, in which case the actual return premium shall
be allowed.
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No policy in effect prior to a rate level revision shall be endorsed or
cancelled and rewritten to take advantage of such a revision or to avoid
the application of such a revision.
3. Cancellation by the ARC
a. An ARC that has issued a policy under through the MAIP shall
have the right to cancel the insurance for reasons permitted by
Massachusetts law, and by giving notice pursuant to the policy.
b. Each such cancellation shall be on a pro rata basis, subject to a
minimum premium of $25 per motor vehicle or policy whichever
is greater, with the balance returned to the policyholder. A copy of
each such cancellation notice shall be furnished to the producer of
record. A statement of facts in support of each such cancellation,
as is required for a statutory notice of cancellation, shall be
furnished to the producer of record and to the policyholder 20 days
prior to the effective date of cancellation.
Cancellation shall be effective on the date specified and coverage
shall cease on that date.
If the ARC issues a cancellation notice for non-payment of
premium to the policyholder and the policyholder’s remittance
received by the ARC subsequent to the issuance of such
cancellation notice is justifiably dishonored by the financial
institution, the policy will terminate on the date and time shown on
the cancellation notice issued for non-payment of premium.
Nothing herein shall be deemed to affect the right of the ARC to
cancel a policy for fraud, misrepresentation, or to invoke other
remedies provided by law.
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An Eligible Risk, as defined in Rule 22 – Definitions, may choose to
purchase up to the following limits for Private Passenger Motor Vehicle
Insurance and, upon request, the Assigned Risk Company (ARC) shall
provide such coverage. An ARC is not required to provide coverage for
any higher limits unless the ARC agrees to do so at the request of an
Eligible Risk.
1. Bodily Injury Liability: Total policy limits of $250,000 each person,
$500,000 each accident;
2. Personal Injury Protection: $8,000 per person, per accident;
3. Property Damage Liability: Total policy limits of $250,000 each
accident;
4. Medical Payments: $25,000 each person;
5. Uninsured Motorists: $250,000 each person, $500,000 each accident
for bodily injury;
6. Underinsured Motorists: $250,000 each person, $500,000 each accident for bodily injury;
7. Physical Damage Insurance, which shall mean: (a) collision coverage
or limited collision coverage, (b) fire and theft coverage, or (c)
comprehensive coverage, as those coverages are defined in the Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policy approved for the MAIP.
Assigned Risk Companies ARCs must charge the extra risk rate or, in
the alternative, refuse to issue collision, fire, theft or comprehensive
coverage under any of the following circumstances:
a. Comprehensive, fire and theft or collision coverage on a vehicle
customarily operated by or owned by persons convicted within the
most recent five-year period of any category of vehicular
homicide, Motor Vehicle Insurance related fraud or motor vehicle
theft;
b. Comprehensive, fire and theft or collision coverage on a vehicle
customarily driven by or owned by persons who have, within the
most recent five-year period, made an intentional and material
misrepresentation in making claim under such coverages;
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c. Collision coverage on a motor vehicle customarily driven by or
owned by persons who have been involved in four or more
accidents in which such person has been deemed to be at fault in
excess of 50% within the three years immediately preceding the
effective date of the policy;
d. Comprehensive, fire and theft coverage on a motor vehicle
customarily driven by or owned by persons who have had two or
more total theft or fire claims within the three years immediately
preceding the effective date of the policy;
e. Comprehensive, fire and theft or collision coverage on a motor
vehicle customarily driven, or owned by persons convicted one
time within the most recent three year period of any category of
driving while under the influence of alcohol or drugs;
f. Comprehensive, fire and theft or collision coverage on any motor
vehicle for which a salvage title has been issued by the Registrar of
Motor Vehicles unless a new certificate of title has been issued
pursuant to G.L. c. 90D § 20D; or
g. Comprehensive, fire and theft or collision coverage on a high-theft
motor vehicle that does not have at least a minimum anti-theft or
auto recovery device as prescribed by the Commissioner. The
Commissioner may designate as a high-theft vehicle any motor
vehicle, classified according to make, model and year of
manufacturer, which has both above average incidence of theft and
above-average original sales price., and may approve discounts for
appropriate anti-theft or auto recovery devices for such motor
vehicles.
8. An ARC may waive any deductible amount applicable to a payment
under comprehensive coverage for glass damage and be reimbursed,
when the policyholder has elected to repair rather than replace
damaged glass as permitted by law and where satisfactory proof of the
repair has been presented to the company.
9. Towing and Labor: $100.00 per disablement; and
10. Substitute Transportation: $100.00 per day, 30-day maximum.
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A. Submitting an Application to the MAIP
To obtain MAIP coverage for an Eligible Risk an Assigned Risk
Producer (ARP) must submit an electronic application for private
passenger motor vehicle insurance coverage to the MAIP.
ARPs must assure that the application for insurance through the MAIP
is submitted on the prescribed form and that each application is
completed accurately and thoroughly. An application that contains
information the MAIP verifies as incorrect or an incomplete
application will be returned to the producer for remedy. Once the
application for coverage through the MAIP is received and all required
information for the assignment of the policy is provided, the MAIP
will assign a certification number to the application.
B. Assignment of Application to a Member
An application with a certification number will be randomly assigned
to a Member based on its Quota Share as specified in Rule 29 –
Assignment Process. The MAIP will notify the ARC of the policy
assignment. The MAIP will notify the ARP of the identity of the ARC
which will issue the policy and the effective date of the coverage.
Once the policy has been assigned to an ARC, after receiving such
notice, the ARP is responsible for providing the ARC with the
following items within two working days as specified in Rule 31.B.5.:
1. The original application form and any supplemental or additional
information, signed by the applicant and the ARP, and if applicable, a
copy of the voluntary premium quote or voluntary premium quote
identification number; and
2. The required deposit premium as specified in Section C.1.
C. Premium Deposit and Payment Options
1. Amount of Premium Deposit
A deposit of the amount noted in Section C.1.a. shall accompany the
application for MAIP coverage. The applicant, at his option, may
choose to make a larger deposit payment. The deposit shall be in the
form of a personal check, certified check, bank check, money order,
premium finance company check or ARP’s check made payable to the
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ARC. In the event that an ARP submits a dishonored check, issued
either by the agency or by the ARP individually, on one or more
occasions during a one-year period, future payments for the next 12
months must be submitted by certified check, bank check, or money
order.
a. If a voluntary quote is obtained by the ARP the new business
deposit shall be determined based upon the lower of the MAIP
quoted premium or the ARC voluntary quoted premium. The
applicant will be required to provide a deposit of 30% with the
deposit calculated using whichever total premium is less. If a
voluntary quote is not obtained, a deposit of 25% of the MAIP
quoted premium is required.
However, the applicant will be required to provide a premium
deposit of 80% of the MAIP premium, or if known, 100% of the
ARC’s voluntary premium, if the applicant has during the
preceding 24 months been issued a notice of cancellation for nonpayment of an automobile insurance premium which resulted in
the cancellation of that policy.
The ARC shall send the applicant a notice of any additional or
return premium adjustment to the deposit premium at the same
time as the issuance of the coverage selections page. The applicant
may be required to pay any additional deposit premium within 30
days of the issuance of the coverage selections page, and the ARC
may not issue a cancellation notice for non-payment of premium
during this 30 day period. Any return premium adjustment to the
deposit shall be sent to the applicant within 30 days of the issuance
of the coverage selections page.
b. A deposit of 20% is required for a renewal policy. An ARC may
elect to require more than a 20% deposit for a renewal policy if the
policyholder during the preceding 24 months has been issued a
notice of cancellation for non-payment of an automobile insurance
premium which resulted in the cancellation of that policy.
c. All deposit, installment and additional premium payments shall be
submitted gross of any commissions. Commission to the ARP will
be paid in accordance with Rule 37 – Commissions.
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2. Installment Plan
Each ARC will utilize the installment payment plan filed by
Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers for MAIP business. The plan
will require an initial deposit payment for new and renewal business
pursuant to Section C.1. Upon receipt of the new business deposit,
the ARC will then calculate the balance of the premium owed on the
basis of the lower of the MAIP rate or the ARC rate and the insured
will pay that premium balance over nine equal monthly installments.
The deposit for renewal business will be a percentage of the premium
calculated using the lower of the ARC’s rate or the MAIP rate. The
remaining balance will be paid over nine equal monthly installments.
For policies effective prior to August 1, 2015, a flat fee of $6.00 per
installment finance charge will apply until the entire balance is paid.
For policies effective August 1, 2015 and subsequent, a A flat fee of
$8.00 per installment finance charge will apply until the entire balance
is paid.
3. Dishonored Check Charge
For policies effective prior to August 1, 2015, a dishonored check fee
of $25 will be charged to an applicant or policyholder issuing a check
that is dishonored by the financial institution to which the check is
presented for payment.
For policies effective August 1, 2015 and subsequent, a A dishonored
check fee of $29 will be charged to an applicant or policyholder
issuing a check that is dishonored by the financial institution to which
the check is presented for payment.
4. Late Fee or Cancellation Fee
For policies effective prior to August 1, 2015, a policyholder who fails
to pay an installment premium by the applicable due date will be
charged a late fee or cancellation fee of $25.
For policies effective August 1, 2015 and subsequent, a A policyholder
who fails to pay an installment premium by the applicable due date
will be charged a late fee or cancellation fee of $29.
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5. Agency Acceptance of Payments
Acceptance of payment by the ARP shall be viewed as a payment to
the ARC.
6. Premium Financed Policies
The standards pertaining to premium financing for policies issued
through the MAIP must be consistent with state laws and regulations.
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A. Calculation of Initial Quota Share
For the purposes of calculating a Member’s initial Quota Share, the
Member’s voluntary market share will be the ratio of each Member’s
written property damage liability exposures for the 12-month period
ending June 30, 2007 with CAR ID codes 0 or 1 over the industry
written exposures for the 12-month period ending June 30, 2007 with
CAR ID 0 or 1. Exposures for motorcycles, snowmobiles, and electric
motor vehicles will be adjusted by a factor of 0.33.
AB. Assignment of Applications
The MAIP shall randomly assign applications that are eligible for
coverage based on each Member’s individual Quota Share. A
Member’s Quota Share shall reflect that Member’s proportion of
Private Passenger Motor Vehicle MAIP premiums that its respective
voluntary private passenger property damage liability direct written
exposures bears to the statewide total of voluntary private passenger
property damage liability direct written exposures of all companies in
the state.
1. For the purpose of such distribution as described above: (1) voluntary
private passenger property damage liability direct written exposures;
and (2) private passenger MAIP premiums shall be defined as below:
a. Voluntary private passenger property damage liability direct
written exposures shall be the number of private passenger
property damage liability car years written by the company for the
most recent 12 months, regardless of the type of Motor Vehicle
Insurance policy under which such property damage liability car
years are written, excluding private passenger liability car years
written through the MAIP.
Exposures for motorcycles,
snowmobiles, and electric motor vehicles will be adjusted by a
factor of 0.33.
Exposures of a Clean-in-Three Risk as defined in Rule 22 as of the
effective date of its current Private Passenger Motor Vehicle
Insurance policy and pursuant to the provisions of Rule 21.D. will
be adjusted by a factor of 0.0 provided the following conditions are
met:
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(1) The operator was insured by a Member under a Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policy with an effective
date between April 1, 2008 and March 31, 2009 and the
producer of record was exclusively assigned to the Member by
CAR;
(2) The producer of record for the operator has not changed since
March 31, 2009.
b. For the purpose of establishing the Quota Share of a Newly
Writing Company that becomes eligible for appointment as an
ARC pursuant to Rule 30 before that Member is required to submit
detailed statistical data under the provisions of the Massachusetts
Private Passenger Automobile Statistical Plan, the Member is
required to report interim summary data pursuant to Section BC.
c. Private Passenger Motor Vehicle MAIP premiums shall be
developed from the MAIP rates and rating plan and shall include
the total of: 20/40 bodily injury (including guest), $100,000
property damage liability, and $8,000 personal injury protection
manual premiums excluding subsidies calculated using MAIP costbased rates and adjusted for the MAIP merit rating plan for Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle MAIP insureds and any risk voluntarily
insured that is eligible for premium credits allowed pursuant to this
Rule.
2. MAIP will assign applications to the most undersubscribed Member as
defined by the ratio of the Member’s assigned MAIP premium to the
Member’s credit-adjusted Quota Share. In the event this ratio is the
same for two or more Members, MAIP will assign the application to
the most undersubscribed of those Members based upon the difference
between each Member’s assigned MAIP premium and its creditadjusted Quota Share. All assignments are subject to the distribution
restrictions relative to the assignment process pursuant to Section F.
After assignment, MAIP will update the accumulated assigned MAIP
premium and recalculate each Member’s ratio of assigned MAIP
premium to credit-adjusted Quota Share.
BC. Quota Share Adjustment
The MAIP shall adjust the assigned premium Quota Share of each
Member monthly, in order to correct for the amount of previously
assigned MAIP premium which was less than or in excess of each
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Member’s appropriate share of total MAIP premium, for the amount of
premium connected with reversed assignments due to non-payment or
insufficient funds, and for the amount of premium associated with
MAIP risks moving to the voluntary market or adjustments for any
applicable credits. On a monthly basis, the MAIP shall notify each
Member of its market share and premium Quota Share adjustments.
1. To determine the current premium Quota Share of a Newly Writing
Company that becomes eligible for appointment as an ARC pursuant
to Rule 30.A.1. before that Member is required to submit detailed
statistical data under the provisions of the Massachusetts Private
Passenger Automobile Statistical Plan, the Member is required to
report interim summary data to CAR beginning no later than the 23month anniversary of the calendar date on which the Member’s initial
Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance rates and manual become
effective. The Member will be required to report private passenger
property damage liability car months of exposure by CAR
identification code, policy effective month, premium town,
classification, and merit rating status as defined in the Massachusetts
Private Passenger Automobile Statistical Plan. The initial report will
include the 12 consecutive policy effective months that will be used to
determine the Member’s initial Quota Share. Monthly data will be
reported thereafter until the Member commences reporting detailed
statistical data to CAR.
An additional adjustment shall be made to the latest rolling 12-month
voluntary exposure based market share that is used to determine the
current premium Quota Share of a Member(s) when that Member(s) is
part of an insurer group that includes any other insurance company
that qualifies as a Newly Writing Company, and that Newly Writing
Company has elected to be treated as a Member separate from the
current Member(s) under these Rules. This adjustment shall continue
until the Newly Writing Company become eligible for appointment as
an ARC pursuant to Rule 30.
The latest rolling 12-month voluntary exposure based market share
used to determine such Member(s) current premium Quota Share shall
not be adjusted to reflect any reduction in vehicle exposures that were
insured under a Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policy
issued voluntarily by such Member(s) immediately prior to the
vehicle’s initial policy inception date with such Newly Writing
Company.
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This adjustment will apply regardless of whether the initial policy
inception date with the Newly Writing Company pre-dates the
calendar months underlying the latest rolling 12-month voluntary
exposure based market share used to determine the Member(s) current
premium Quota Share.
2. To determine the current premium Quota Share of a Newly Writing
Company that becomes eligible for appointment as an ARC pursuant
to Rule 30.A.21. before that Member is required to submit detailed
statistical data under the provisions of the Massachusetts Private
Passenger Automobile Statistical Plan, the Member is required to
report interim summary data to CAR. The Member shall begin
reporting summary data no later than 45 days after the close of the
month of the Member’s initial Private Passenger Motor Vehicle
Insurance rates and rate manual effective date. The Member will be
required to report written private passenger property damage liability
car months of exposure by CAR identification code, policy effective
month, territory, classification, and merit rating status as defined in the
Massachusetts Private Passenger Automobile Statistical Plan.
Monthly summary data will be reported thereafter until the Member
commences reporting detailed statistical data to CAR.
CD. Assignment Period
1. An Eligible Risk shall be insured by a designated ARC for a period of
three consecutive years.
At the expiration of the three year assignment period, the designated
ARC may offer to write the policy on a voluntary basis, or may nonrenew the policy.
2. If the designated ARC intends to non-renew the policy at the end of
the three year assignment period the following procedures shall apply.
On or about the first business day of the month, the designated ARC
will distribute to the ARP a list of policies that the ARC does not
intend to renew and which will expire during the month at least 120
days from the distribution date, thereby providing the ARP an
opportunity to seek replacement coverage in the voluntary market. If
replacement coverage is obtained for the risk, the ARP shall submit a
Notice of Transfer of Insurer to the former ARC identifying the new
carrier.
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No less than 60 days prior to the expiration date, if replacement
coverage is not obtained for the Eligible Risk, the ARP shall submit an
application to the MAIP. The application will be assigned to a
Member such that the designated ARC is different than the former
ARC. Upon receiving the assignment, the ARP shall submit a Notice
of Transfer of Insurer to the former ARC identifying the newly
designated ARC. A down payment is not required and upon receipt of
the application, the newly designated ARC will bill the applicant for
20% of the premium to be charged, which shall be the lower of the
MAIP premium or the voluntary premium for which the applicant
qualifies. The pre-inspection requirement shall be waived provided
that the vehicle(s) to be insured is the same as the vehicle(s) insured
under the previous policy.
If a Notice of Transfer of Insurer is not received, the designated ARC
will issue a Notice of Expiration of Policy Assignment to the named
insured at least 45 days prior to the expiration date with a copy sent to
the ARP.
Upon receipt of the Notice of Expiration of Policy Assignment, the
Eligible Risk may reapply for coverage through the MAIP. Such
reapplication shall be considered a new business application and the
Eligible Risk shall be assigned to a different Member such that the
designated ARC is different than the former ARC.
3. In the case of a non-resident military person, pursuant to
Rule 26.A.1.c., the designated ARC need not renew if at the time of
the renewal the policyholder is stationed in another state and his motor
vehicle is not registered in Massachusetts.
E.D. Credit Programs
Credits shall be reviewed annually and submitted to the Commissioner
for approval. Any premium credited under this Rule that in aggregate
exceeds 100% of the overall Quota Share may not be credited against
the Quota Share.
1. Voluntary Credit
a. For polices with effective dates of April 1, 2015 2017 and
subsequent, a Member shall receive a credit for any exposure that
it insures voluntarily in the territory and operator classes pursuant
to Sections ED.2. and ED.3.
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b. Credit shall be applied to the Member’s Quota Share pursuant to
Section C. for the appropriate premiums pursuant to Sections E.2.
and E.3.
2. Amount of Credits
Members shall receive credit for each exposure written voluntarily
pursuant to Section E.1.b. in the territory and operator classes listed in
Section E.3. The amount of credit shall equal the annual Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle MAIP premium for the risk as if it has been
insured through the MAIP, multiplied by the appropriate factor as
displayed in the policy effective date tables.
For policies with effective dates of April 1, 2013 and subsequent, tThe
factor will be determined based on a review of the three most recent
prior years of residual market share data, by territory and operator
class. Credit eligible groups will be defined by ranges of residual
market shares, and credit factors will be established in accordance with
the following criteria:
Residual Market
Group
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Residual Market
Share Range
0.0% - 4.9%
5.0% - 7.9%
8.0% - 10.9%
11.0% - 16.9%
17.0% - 22.9%
23.0% - 28.9%
29.0% - 34.9%
35.0% - 40.9%
41.0% - 46.9%
47.0% - 100.0%

Voluntary Credit
Factor
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
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3. Credit Factors
The following factors are applicable for policies with effective dates of
April 1, 2015 2017 and subsequent.
Territory
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
40
41
42
43
44
45
99

10

15

17

18

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

* Motorcycle and Miscellaneous Classes

Operator Class
20
21
25
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.00
1.50
1.75
1.75
1.25
1.00
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.50
1.25

26

30

M/M*

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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4. Take-Out Credit
For policies with effective dates on or after April 1, 2009, a A Member
shall receive credit for each exposure previously insured through the
MAIP or that had been ceded to CAR (CAR ID Codes 4 and 5) that it
writes voluntarily at the expiration of that policy. A Member may
receive a credit for the first year in which an Eligible Risk is written
voluntarily after the expiration of the policy previously issued through
the residual market.
The value of a take-out credit shall equal the annual Private Passenger
Motor Vehicle MAIP premium pursuant to Section B.1.b.A.1.c., that
the risk would have been charged if he had been insured through the
MAIP, multiplied by a factor of 1.0. Take-out credits are applied in
addition to any voluntary credit(s) pursuant to Section ED.
To qualify for take-out credit, all of the following requirements must
be met:
a. The Member must provide proper notification prior to the
expiration of the policy;
b. The voluntary policy must be in effect for at least 90 days;
c. The kinds and amounts of coverage to be offered to a voluntary
risk shall at least equal those in the policy being replaced;
d. The Member shall be required to submit an approved monthly
reporting form to the MAIP for all policies qualifying for credit
during the month and to submit supporting data to the MAIP upon
request; and
e. The Member shall, if requested by the MAIP, agree to a physical
audit of its records to substantiate the credits and exposures stated
in the monthly report. The executed request for credit form must
be submitted to the MAIP by the last day of the fourth month
following the effective date of the policy.
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EF. Distribution Restrictions
Distribution shall be made on the basis that any applicant eligible for
assignment under the MAIP Rules shall be assigned or reassigned to
any Member with a Quota Share, subject to the following restrictions:
1. No risk shall be assigned to more than one Member.
2. Reassignment to Prior Member
In the case where an applicant or policyholder has been cancelled for
non-payment of premium, or has an outstanding premium balance due
a Member and is otherwise eligible for placement through the MAIP
pursuant to G.L. c. 175, § 113H, the applicant or policyholder is
ineligible for assignment to another Member, and will be assigned to
that same Member such that the policy premium deposit will be
applied first to the outstanding premium due, and any remaining
deposit balance will be applied to the new policy.
FG. Accruing, Buying, Selling or Transferring Credits
1. Eligibility
a. Assigned Risk Companies may accrue excess credits.
b. As of April 1, 2008, ARCs may sell, transfer, or buy excess credits
to or from other ARCs in accordance with the procedures below.
2. Operational Procedures
CAR will calculate the volume of excess credit premium eligible for
transfer, if any, for each ARC on a monthly basis. Such This
calculation will be made performed in conjunction with the monthly
updates to the CAR’s statistical database. data.
3. Notification of Intent to Transfer Credits
Assigned Risk Companies shall report to CAR within 30 days the
execution of any agreement by the ARC to purchase, sell or transfer
excess credits. An ARC shall notify CAR by submitting the
prescribed authorization form to CAR. The terms of any such
agreement must be reviewed by CAR and found to be consistent with
CAR Rules.
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A. Appointments
The Governing Committee shall appoint ARCs in accordance with the
eligibility requirements specified in accordance with the Plan and
these Rules. For purposes of determining eligibility, groups of
companies under the same ownership and management will be treated
as a single Member.
1. A Newly Writing Company whose initial Private Passenger Motor
Vehicle insurance rates and rate manual become effective prior to
January 1, 2011 will be eligible for appointment as an ARC and be
required to accept assignments through the MAIP on the 24-month
anniversary of the calendar date on which the Newly Writing
Company’s initial Private Passenger Motor Vehicle insurance rates
and rate manual became effective.
12. A Newly Writing Company whose initial Private Passenger Motor
Vehicle insurance rates and rate manual become effective on or after
January 1, 2011 shall be eligible for appointment as an ARC as of the
effective date of its initial rates and rate manual. The ARC shall be
required to accept assignments through the MAIP on the date that
MAIP processes the ARC’s initial summary data submission pursuant
to Rule 29.CB.2.
23. A Member may be excused from its private passenger motor vehicle
sServicing cCarrier responsibilities for the business assigned to it
through the MAIP if the Member executes a Limited Assignment
Distribution Agreement (LADA). Rule 36 details the eligibility
requirements and procedures applicable to LADAs.
34. In order to assure the protection of the public interest, the Governing
Committee, in considering the appointment of an ARC, shall require
that the Member has the ability to and will effectively meet the
following requirements:
a. Provide policy issuance and premium collection services for all
eligible classes of risks, except for those classes of risks
specifically exempted by the Commissioner;
b. Service insurance claims in every state, the District of Columbia
and Canada;
c. Administer a direct bill program;
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d. Provide an installment payment plan as described in Rule 28 –
Application Process. An ARC shall cooperate with ARPs to assure
that policyholders are made aware of their option to utilize an
installment payment plan;
e. Maintain a special investigative unit to investigate suspicious or
questionable motor vehicle insurance claims for the purpose of
eliminating fraud;
f. Report all required information to the MAIP in an accurate and
timely manner;
g. Adopt and maintain a plan approved by the Commissioner
providing for direct payment by the insurer to the insured under
collision, limited collision, comprehensive, and fire and theft
coverages; and
h. Use the policy forms, endorsements, new business application and
renewal questionnaire filed by the MAIP with and approved by the
Commissioner for use in private passenger motor vehicle
insurance.
B. Responsibilities
Nothing in this Rule shall be construed to affect the rights of any
Member to enter into any third party contractual agreement for the
purpose of servicing its voluntary business. Nothing in this Rule shall
be construed so as to relieve any Member of its Quota Share or its
share of the administrative expenses of the MAIP, as required by G.L.
c. 175, § 113H. A Member appointed as an ARC is required to
perform the following responsibilities in its capacity as an ARC:
1. An ARC must provide quality service to policyholders assigned
through the MAIP by maintaining the standards established as a
condition of appointment under Section A. Policies and other forms
mailed to policyholders shall be the same as those filed by the MAIP
and approved by the Commissioner for private passenger motor
vehicle business. An ARC shall provide the same level of service to
policies assigned to it through the MAIP as it provides to policies it
issues voluntarily. At a minimum the ARC shall provide timely access
to billing and claim information which will reflect current premium
due, payments made, and if applicable, cancellation status and
effective date, claim status and claim payments made.
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2. Effective September 1, 2012, aAn ARC shall, for purposes of quoting
an assigned Eligible Risk, provide access to its voluntary rates to
ARPs by providing either web-based rating capability directly or
through a third party comparative rating vendor, or by providing a
dedicated toll-free telephone service for quoting purposes.
If an ARC provides access through a third party comparative rating
vendor and an ARP wishes to access an ARC’s voluntary rates using a
third party comparative rater, (1) the ARP will contract with the third
party vendor for access to the ARC’s voluntary rates and request
access to the voluntary rates from the ARC, and (2) the ARC will not
withhold permission for gaining access to its voluntary rates for any
third party vendor it supports for its voluntary agents.
After an assignment is made, the ARP will obtain from the Eligible
Risk any supplemental or additional information needed by the ARC
to produce the voluntary quote. The ARC shall provide the quote
using the same timeframes applicable to its voluntary market quotes,
but in all cases within 48 hours of the receipt of the information
necessary to calculate the voluntary premium.
An ARC providing web-based rating capability shall return the
voluntary premium quote to the ARP in a printable format. An ARC
providing a toll-free telephone service will respond with the voluntary
premium quote and include an identification number to be used to
match the quote to the new business application upon receipt by the
ARC.
3. An ARC shall bill the premium for a policy assigned through the
MAIP that is the lesser of the premium calculated using the ARC’s
rates applicable to that policy if the ARC or its affiliates had issued the
policy in the voluntary market and the premium calculated using the
MAIP rates on file with the Commissioner. For the purposes of this
comparison:
a. The ARC, through its affiliated companies, shall quote riskspecific premiums based on the rates applicable to its voluntary
policies for any eligible risk obtaining insurance through the
MAIP.
b. The ARC must use voluntary private passenger motor vehicle
insurance rates that are based primarily on actual loss and expense
experience for risks voluntarily insured.
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The calculation of the premium assigned through the MAIP shall be
based on information contained in the application. At the time the
assignment is made, the ARC shall provide a form to the Eligible Risk
requesting any additional or supplemental information necessary to
accurately calculate the premium. The completed form shall be
submitted by the ARP to the ARC with the application within two
business days. If during the underwriting process an ARC discovers
third-party information that appears inconsistent with the information
provided on the application for insurance or is inconsistent with any
supplemental information, the ARC shall: 1) initiate an inquiry either
directly with the insured or through the producer of record to resolve
any factual errors; and 2) obtain the insured’s consent before issuing a
notice of adjustment to the down payment and/or total premium. If the
inquiry is made directly to the applicant, the producer of record shall
be furnished a copy.
If the resolution of an apparent inconsistency results in a change to
information used to calculate premium, the ARC shall charge an
appropriate premium based upon the additional or corrected
information, and adjust the applicant’s next bill accordingly. If,
however, the applicant is unwilling to consent to the modification, and
the ARC has independent evidence that the applicant had the actual
intent to deceive or the material misrepresentation increases the ARC’s
risk of loss, the ARC may cancel the policy as provided by
Massachusetts law.
4. No companies within an insurer group under the same management or
ownership or both may provide a different level of service through a
company within the group that is not an ARC than is provided to
policyholders insured by a company with the group that is an ARC.
5. General Duties
ARCs shall perform the following general duties.
a. Confirm operator driving licenses and records in order to
administer the MAIP merit rating plan and its own merit rating
plan accurately;
b. Verify eligibility criteria;
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c. Verify that information contained in the application for insurance
and any supplemental information is accurate as to classification,
garaging, discounts, credits, vehicle use, vehicle description, and,
to the extent verifiable, other rating factors;
d. Assure that a policy has been issued for each RMV-1 and/or
RMV-3 certificate and that the policy effective date and the
certification date are the same;
e. Implement procedures to assure collection of premiums billed;
f. Comply with the terms and conditions of premium finance notes
and/or agreements submitted to the ARC on behalf of applicants
for insurance, by the producer or by a premium finance company
licensed under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts;
g. Ensure that there is communication among the ARC’s
Underwriting, Claims, and SIU Departments and that any
discrepancies in information are shared promptly among the
departments and documented;
h. Maintain and forward to the MAIP a copy of all written complaints
filed with the ARC regarding the service provided by the ARC or
any ARP; and
i. Monitoring of Assigned Risk Producers
ARCs will be responsible for notifying the MAIP of ARP
infractions that may result in the revocation of the ARP’s MAIP
certification as follows:
(1)

Failure to maintain a valid producer’s license as issued by the
Division of Insurance;

(2)

Willful misappropriation of premium due an ARC in
accordance with the provisions of the MAIP Rules of
Operation;

(3)

The entry of a finding, by a court of competent jurisdiction
that the producer has engaged in fraudulent activity in
connection with the business of motor vehicle insurance;
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(4)

Failure to forward premium payments to an ARC within two
business days in accordance with the MAIP Rules of
Operation;

(5)

Failure to notify the ARC of any suspected fraud in the
application for insurance or in the underwriting or rating
process or in the payment of premium obligations or
surrounding a loss;

(6)

Failure to assist the ARC during any audit or investigation;

(7)

Failure to report all coverages bound within two business
days of the effective date of coverage;

(8)

Failure to comply with reasonable procedures as required by
the MAIP for processing claims, remitting premiums and
requesting coverages;

(9)

Failure to adhere to a directive issued by the Commissioner
relative to the charging of service fees;

(10) Failure to provide a reasonable and good faith effort to verify
the information provided by the applicant, including rating
and licensing data;
(11) Failure to comply with applicable agency requirements and
procedures, as prescribed in the MAIP Rules of Operation;
and
(12) Failure to comply with all of the provisions of the Rules of
Operation and Assigned Risk Producer Procedures Manual
and the Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual.
6. Reporting Requirements
On a monthly basis, ARCs must report all premiums written, and any
other information that may be required by the Plan, Rules or Assigned
Risk Company Procedures Manual.
7. Continuation of Eligibility as an ARC
An ARC must maintain a viable book of voluntarily written private
passenger motor vehicle insurance policies. The Commissioner may
terminate any ARC if he or she finds that disruptive reductions in
voluntarily issued motor vehicle policies are found to be are in
violation of this Section.
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C. Procedures for Voluntary Writing of Risks from the MAIP
1. Voluntary Writing by an ARC of Iits Own Policyholder Insured
through the MAIP.
a. Eligibility
A risk is eligible if it is currently insured through the MAIP.
b. Offer to Write
The kinds and amounts of coverage to be offered for such
voluntary risks shall not be less than those afforded by the policy
being replaced unless the insured refuses such kinds and amounts
of coverage.
c. Notification to the Producer of Record
The producer of record must be mailed notification of such offer
ninety days prior to policy expiration, which shall contain the
premium quotation to be offered. The policyholder shall be mailed
the offer for voluntary coverage forty-five days prior to policy
expiration with copy to the producer of record.
Following such offer to write, the ARC shall have no further
obligations to the policyholder or to the producer of record if the
policyholder obtains replacement insurance from another Member.
If such replacement coverage is obtained by the producer of record
within the period of his or her forty-five day advance notice period,
the producer of record shall notify the assigned ARC and it shall
not make an offer to the policyholder.
d. ARC Obligations to the Producer of Record
A duly licensed insurance producer, certified to place business
through the MAIP, shall own and have an exclusive right, as the
insured’s producer of records, to use certain insurance information
of the insured embodying the records of the insurance agency
which shall include but not be limited to, the name of the insured,
the policy inception date, the amount of insurance coverage, the
policy number and the terms of insurance. An ARC may choose to
offer voluntary coverage to a policyholder it has insured through
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the MAIP. Once the ARC mails the offer to write voluntary
coverage and the policyholder accepts the offer, the policyholder’s
producer of record shall continue to represent the policyholder who
has been written or renewed in the voluntary market and to service
the policy unless: 1) the producer is decertified or suspended by
the MAIP or the Commissioner of Insurance pursuant to Rule
31.B.; 2) the insured chooses to terminate such producer as its
producer of record; or 3) the producer of record is precluded from
dealing with other companies by contract. An ARC who
subsequently writes a policy on a voluntary basis that it previously
insured through the MAIP shall pay a commission in accordance
with its commission structure for business written in the voluntary
market at voluntary rates, regardless of whether there is a contract
between the ARC and the producer of record. No commission
payments shall be made to the producer of record if that producer
is decertified or suspended under Rule 31.B., is terminated by the
policyholder as its producer of record, or is precluded from dealing
with other companies by contract.
2. Voluntary Writing of Present MAIP Insured by Member Other Tthan
the ARC
a. Eligibility
A risk is eligible if it is currently insured through the MAIP.
b. Offer to Write
The kinds and amounts of coverage to be offered for such
voluntary risks shall not be less than those afforded by the policy
being replaced unless such kinds and amounts of coverage are
refused by the insured.
3. Right of Insured to Reapply to Plan the MAIP
Nothing in the provisions of this Section shall render the policyholder
ineligible for coverage in the MAIP for the full term of the three year
assignment period. Subject to the right to reassignment pursuant to
Rule 26.B.1.A.2., the policyholder may, at his or her option, continue
the policy with the ARC as a MAIP risk if the three year assignment
period has not yet expired.
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D. Failure to Comply with the Provisions of this Section
If the Governing Committee finds that any Member without good
cause is not complying with the provisions of this Section it shall
notify the Commissioner in writing.
E. Reporting Credits
Refer to the Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual for the
procedure outlining the reporting of all credits.
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A. Eligibility Requirements
In accordance with G.L. c. 175, § 113H, every Assigned Risk Producer
(ARP) shall be assigned to each and every Assigned Risk Company
(ARC) for the sole purpose of obtaining Private Passenger Motor
Vehicle Insurance for applicants who have been unable to obtain such
insurance through the method by which such insurance is voluntarily
made available.
As of April 1, 2008, any licensed property and casualty producer in
good standing shall be deemed to be certified as an ARP. Subject to
the provisions of Rule 21.B., these producers shall submit business to
the Massachusetts Automobile Insurance Plan (MAIP) as an ARP.
On or after April 1, 2008, To become certified as an ARP, all licensed
property and casualty producers must meet the following
requirements: and become certified as ARPs.
1. Have electronic access to the MAIP and the Registry of Motor
Vehicles;
2. Have within the preceding 12-month period worked for a minimum of
6 months with a producer licensed by the Division of Insurance, or
with a Massachusetts motor vehicle insurer, during which time the
applicant's efforts were primarily devoted to the Massachusetts Motor
Vehicle Insurance market; and
3. In satisfying the preceding criteria the applicant must conclusively
show that he:
a. is applying in good faith;
b. will operate from an established location properly equipped to
meet producer certification requirements;
c. will maintain regular business hours;
d. has not been convicted of a crime related to his occupation as an
insurance producer;
e. has not had his license to engage as an insurance producer revoked
or suspended;
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f. has not been involved in a material and substantial breach of a
contract between an ARC and a producer;
g. is not in default in the remittance of any motor vehicle premiums
due a Member;
h. agrees to comply with the provisions of the Plan of Operation, the
Rules of Operation, the Assigned Risk Producer Procedures
Manual and the Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual, the
MAIP’s certification requirements, and the applicable regulations
of the Division of Insurance;
i. agrees to notify the MAIP of an agreement to sell the agency 15
days in advance of the proposed closing of any such sale; and
j. has not had an ARP certification revoked by the MAIP as provided
in these Rules, the revocation not having been reversed by the
Governing Committee, the Division of Insurance or a court of
competent jurisdiction.
B. Ongoing Assigned
Responsibilities

Risk

Producer

Requirements

and

It will be the ongoing responsibility of an ARP to fulfill the following
requirements as well as the producer certification eligibility
requirements in Section A. Failure to do so will be grounds for
revocation of certification.
1. The ARP must use the policy forms, endorsements, new business
application and renewal questionnaire that are filed by the MAIP and
approved for use by the Commissioner for Private Passenger Motor
Vehicle Insurance.
2. The ARP must require that all Eligible Risks applying for insurance
coverage by through the MAIP complete a new business insurance
application in its entirety.
3. The ARP must ensure that the application and any additional or
supplemental information for insurance through the MAIP is submitted
on the prescribed forms and that each is filled out accurately and in its
entirety. An application that contains information the MAIP verifies
as inaccurate or an incomplete application will be returned to the
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producer for remedy. Steps that the ARP must take in order to
complete an application correctly include the following:
a. The ARP must list all licensed operators in the household,
including those not used for classification purposes, on the
application;
b. The ARP must verify through the Registry of Motor Vehicles
Registration Inquiry System the driver’s license for each listed
operator who holds a Massachusetts driver’s license. The ARP
must submit a photocopy of the license of any operator holding an
out-of-state or an out-of-country driver’s license with the new
business application.
c. The ARP must supply documentation supporting the deferral for
rating purposes of any household member;
d. The ARP must confirm each licensed operator’s driving record for
rating and statistical data collection purposes;
e. The ARP must verify that the Eligible Risk has not been and is not
now in default in the payment of any Motor Vehicle Insurance
premiums in the past 24 months;
f. The ARP must certify, pursuant to Rule 26.A.1.a., that the risk has
made an attempt to obtain Private Passenger Motor Vehicle
Insurance within 15 days of the application to the MAIP and has
been turned down for such insurance;
g. The ARP must include the full and complete address of the
Eligible Risk. A post office box will not be accepted for the
determination of garaging town;
h. The ARP must verify eligibility for premium discounts through the
Registry of Motor Vehicles or other appropriate sources;
i. The ARP must order from the ARC, only those coverages from the
ARC requested by the Eligible Risk, for which he may be eligible
through the MAIP;
j. The ARP must quote the proper MAIP premium based on
information provided by the Eligible Risk for the coverage desired.
The ARP must inform the Eligible Risk that the final premium
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billed by the ARC may be less than the MAIP premium quoted,
but it may not be more;
k. The ARP may quote the voluntary premium of the designated ARC
based on information provided by the Eligible Risk for the
coverage desired. The ARP must inform the Eligible Risk that the
final premium will be determined and billed by the ARC upon
receipt of the new business application and any supplemental
information necessary to calculate the voluntary premium for
comparison to the MAIP premium;
l. The ARP must notify the Eligible Risk that he has the option of
utilizing an installment payment plan;
m. The ARP must verify that the Eligible Risk has signed the new
business application before it is submitted to the MAIP; and
n. The ARP must sign the new business application before it is
submitted to the MAIP.
4. The ARP must submit an electronic application for Private Passenger
Motor Vehicle Insurance coverage to the MAIP to obtain MAIP
coverage for an Eligible Risk.
5. Once the MAIP has notified the ARP of i) the certification number
assigned to the application, ii) the ARC to which the policy is assigned
and iii) the effective date of the coverage, the ARP is responsible for
providing the ARC with the following items within two business days:
a. The original application form, any additional or supplemental
information, and if applicable, a copy of the voluntary premium
quote or voluntary premium quote identification number. The
application must be signed by the Eligible Risk and the ARP; and
b. The required deposit premium pursuant to Rule 28.
6. The new business application, any additional coverage, and/or
modifications in coverage must be submitted to the ARC within two
business days of the effective date of coverage.
7. The ARP must forward premium payments to an ARC within two
business days of receipt. However, an ARC shall extend the payment
period for an additional seven days upon sufficient notice that all or
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part of a premium is being financed by a licensed premium finance
company where the premium finance company has given its written
assurance to pay the full premium financed to the ARC directly. This
provision shall not obligate an ARC to provide such additional time if,
notwithstanding any written assurances, the premium finance company
has failed to perform its commitment previously.
8. The ARP must conduct all monetary transactions with the Eligible
Risk and the ARC as required by the Rules of Operation.
9. The ARP must advise the premium finance company and/or the
policyholder that checks for premiums for all financed accounts are to
be made payable to the ARC.
10. The ARP must report all coverages bound and all registrations/titles
certified to the ARC within two business days after binding coverage
or certifying a registration.
11. The ARP must forward to the Eligible Risk within 30 days of receipt
from the ARC, all policies and endorsements if not mailed directly by
the ARC to the Eligible Risk.
12. The ARP must properly order endorsements.
13. The ARP must retain the necessary documentation of ARC
transactions in accordance with the Assigned Risk Producer
Procedures Manual and the Assigned Risk Company Procedures
Manual.
14. The ARP and his employees will be required to receive training on
claims reporting and fraud recognition. For current ARPs and
employees, such training must be completed within six months of the
initial implementation of the MAIP. For new ARPs, such training
must be completed within six months of certification by the Governing
Committee or its designee to immediately submit Motor Vehicle
Insurance policies for placement through the MAIP with an ARC. For
new employees, such training must be completed within six months of
hire. Any fraud training program that receives three CEU credits from
the Massachusetts Division of Insurance will satisfy the claims
reporting and fraud recognition training requirement. No other
training that an ARC provides to its producers is sufficient to meet the
claims reporting and fraud recognition training requirement set in this
Section.
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15. The ARP must notify the MAIP and the ARC of any suspected fraud
surrounding a loss.
16. The ARP must cooperate with ARC and MAIP personnel during all
audits and investigations.
17. The ARP and his employees are prohibited from accepting a fee or any
other monetary or tangible property for referring the insured or parties
to an accident to any glass, repair or rental facility, or to any legal or
medical provider.
18. ARPs shall provide referral information to consumers consistent with
company practices under regulations relating to motor vehicle repairs.
19. The ARP must return uncontested unearned commission within 45
calendar days from the date the producer receives notice from the
insurer that such commission is due.
C. Service Fees
1. G.L. c. 175, § 182, in part, prohibits producers and others in
connection with the placing or negotiation of insurance policies or the
continuance or renewal thereof from selling or offering to sell anything
of value whatsoever not specified in the policy of insurance. See also
G.L. c. 176D, § 3(8). The following acts and practices are prohibited:
a. Charging a fee in addition to the premium for certifying a
registration on behalf of an ARC;
b. Charging a fee in addition to the premium for acting as a producer
and placing the applicant’s Motor Vehicle Insurance business with
an ARC;
c. Charging a fee in addition to the premium for providing assistance
to the insured in the completion of forms which are completed in
order for the insured required to procure or to continue Motor
Vehicle Insurance; and
d. Charging a fee in addition to the premium for the sale of a service
contract which provides for service or advice relating to the
issuance, continuance, or renewal of an insured's Motor Vehicle
Insurance policy.
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2. Nothing set forth in the provisions of Section C.1. is intended to
prohibit producers from charging courier fees and other non-insurance
related fees if the following requirements are met:
a. The producer provides to the applicant a complete description of
the non-insurance related services for which the fee, in addition to
the premium rate, is being charged;
b. The producer advises the applicant that there is no obligation to
purchase the non-insurance related service and that the insured
may obtain Motor Vehicle Insurance through the producer,
notwithstanding the insured's decision not to purchase the noninsurance related services;
c. The applicant, after having been apprised of the information in
Sections C.2.a. and C.2.b., agrees to pay the fee; and
d. The fee for the services provided is reasonable.
3. The producer may enter into a contract with the applicant, pursuant to
which the producer provides non-insurance related services to the
applicant if the producer complies with all of the requirements
identified in C.1. and C.2. In the event the producer and applicant
execute such a service contract, the producer shall give to the applicant
an executed copy of the contract and shall retain an executed copy in
his the producer’s file that shall be made available to the ARC,
Division of Insurance and the MAIP upon request.
D. Certification Ineligibility
1. Grounds for revoking the certification of an ARP shall be pursuant to
Rules 30 and 31. Any licensed property or casualty producer who,
within the preceding 24-month period, has had an ARP certification
revoked with the said revocation not having been reversed by the
Governing Committee, the Division of Insurance, or court of
competent jurisdiction, shall be ineligible to place business with
through the MAIP.
2. For purposes of this Section, the term Assigned Risk Producer
includes any licensed producer with whom the ARP whose
certification has been revoked has a direct or indirect material and
continuing proprietary or management interest.
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An ARP whose certification is revoked in conjunction with these
Rules must return all MAIP forms, manuals and certification stamp(s)
as well as any materials supplied by an ARC at such time as the
revocation becomes effective. The ARP may appeal the revocation in
accordance with the procedures pursuant to Rule 40.
3. If an Exclusive Representative Producer’s (ERP’s) appointment has
been terminated by a Servicing Carrier for violations of any
obligation(s) delineated in Rule 14 of CAR’s Rules of Operation, with
the exception of Section C. Production Criteria, and having exhausted
the appeal rights pursuant to Rules 14.F. and 20, the ERP is ineligible
for MAIP certification or continuation of an existing MAIP
certification. The ERP shall be ineligible to reapply for certification as
an ARP until such time as the producer is eligible to reapply for
appointment as an ERP.
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The Governing Committee shall establish and monitor procedures for the
review of claim practices of ARCs to insure compliance with the
“Performance Standards for the Handling and Payment of Claims”.
National Association of Insurance Commissioners guidelines are
incorporated where applicable into the Performance Standards. The MAIP
will conduct periodic audits of ARC claims including policies in the
MAIP and voluntarily written as specified in G.L. c.175, §113H.
A. Claim practices of each ARC shall comply with the requirements of
G.L. c. 175, § 113H. ARCs shall, in accordance with the Performance
Standards and the MAIP’s Rules:
1. Comply with the standards for prompt investigation of claims. Upon
receipt of a new claim, investigate policy information for garaging,
listed operator, prior accidents, or any other issues. Information
developed may be used to affirm or deny claim payments.
Discrepancies shall be communicated to the Underwriting Department
and the premium recalculated and billed if appropriate and in
accordance with Division of Insurance requirements;
2. Affirm or deny coverage of claims within a reasonable period of time;
3. Effectuate prompt, fair and equitable settlements of claims in which
liability is reasonably clear;
4. Maintain claim reserving procedures for all applicable claims;
5. Conduct internal claim quality audit of a reasonably representative
number of claim files on MAIP business, commensurate with their
procedures for audit of claims on voluntary business, in order to verify
compliance with the Performance Standards.
With sufficient
frequency to reflect reasonable continuity of their quality controls,
ARCs shall prepare internal reports summarizing the efforts and
conclusions of their claim department quality audit. Reports shall
consolidate comments relative to both the MAIP and voluntary claim
adjustment. Report format shall be at the discretion of each ARC, or
as may be requested from time to time on an individual basis by the
Governing Committee, or the Committee’s designee;
6. Establish complaint handling procedures, and maintain complete
records of all complaints received on claims related to both the MAIP
and voluntary business. ARCs shall maintain records reflecting the
number of complaints received annually. For purposes of this Rule,
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the term "complaint" shall mean any written communication initiated
by the complainant primarily expressing a grievance;
ARCs shall also maintain and forward to the MAIP, records on all
written complaints filed on all producers;
7. Acknowledge and act promptly upon communications regarding
claims;
8. Promptly provide a reasonable explanation for denial of a claim or for
the offer of a compromise settlement;
9. Resolve inter-company subrogation disputes involving Physical
Damage and Personal Injury Protection claims through arbitration;
10. Have direct telephone reporting available for first and third party
claims;
11. Provide producers with a list of approved inspection services for
conducting pre-inspections. Appraisers shall report when the damage
is inconsistent with the description of the loss; and
12. ARCs shall offer training on claim reporting and fraud recognition to
producers and their customer service representatives. Such training
shall be completed for current producer and customer services
representatives within six (6) months of approval of this Rule and for
new producers and customer services representatives within six (6)
months of licensing or employment.
B. In the handling of MAIP claims, ARCs shall not:
1. Misrepresent pertinent facts or policy provisions relating to the
coverage at issue;
2. Refuse to pay claims without having conducted a reasonable investigation based upon all available information; and
3. Fail to promptly settle claims, where liability is reasonably clear, under
one portion of the policy coverage in order to influence settlements
under other portions of the policy coverage.
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C. Every ARC shall maintain a special investigative unit to investigate
suspicious claims for the express purpose of eliminating fraud and
shall specifically report to the MAIP evidence of fraud pertaining to
theft or misappropriation of a private passenger motor vehicle on
policies issued through the MAIP as provided in the Manual of
Administrative Procedures. Special investigative units so established
shall be organized and operated to investigate claims on any policies
that are issued through MAIP and on policies issued on a voluntary
basis by ARCs. The special investigative unit shall investigate
suspicious circumstances surrounding underwriting, rating, and
premium issues. A claim shall not be investigated by such a unit
solely on the basis that such claim arises from a policy issued through
the MAIP. The special investigative unit also shall conduct an audit
on a representative sample of policies to verify garaging and policy
facts.
D. Compliance with Performance Standards
An error tolerance of ten percent (10%) for procedures and seven
percent (7%) for claim resolution will be used to measure compliance
with the Performance Standards. Failure to meet the standards or other
requirements described in this Rule may result in penalties as directed
by the Performance Standards or as may be otherwise imposed by the
Governing Committee.
E. Dishonesty
Loss or expense resulting from the dishonesty of those employed to
handle claims shall be the sole responsibility of the ARC.
F. Claim Contingency Procedures
1. Terminations
An ARC whose appointment is terminated as provided in Rule 38
shall, subject to the provisions of Rule 32, - Claim Practices, service to
a conclusion all claims against all policies issued by it in its capacity
as an ARC and in effect prior to the date of termination. “Service to a
conclusion” shall mean until the claim is properly closed, or until an
agreed date.
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2. Other Terminations
Upon notice from the Governing Committee of the non-voluntary
termination of a company’s appointment as an ARC, the MAIP shall
examine a representative sample of open claim files to determine the
amount of work completed, to estimate the future cost of servicing the
claims to a conclusion, and to verify compliance with Rule 32. - Claim
Practices. Findings from that examination shall be reviewed with the
Compliance and Operations Committee Claims Advisory Committee,
which shall present to the Governing Committee for its consideration
the recommendations of the Compliance and Operations Committee
Claims Advisory Committee for the further servicing of said ARC
claims.
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Each Member shall furnish or cause to be furnished to the Statistical
Agent all statistical data in connection with private passenger motor
vehicle insurance policies which may be required by the Commissioner’s
Statistical Plan, and which is not in conflict with Chapter 365 of the Acts
of 1977, including data to be used in conjunction with the MAIP merit
rating plan. Each Member agrees to permit the Commissioner’s Statistical
Agent to release statistics to the MAIP Governing Committee as are
necessary to operate the MAIP.
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Private Passenger Motor Vehicle insurance policies written by an ARC
directly or pursuant to a LADA subject to the Plan and Rules of the MAIP
shall be subject to review and audit in a manner and time determined by
the Governing Committee. Each ARC authorizes the MAIP to audit any
portion of its Private Passenger Motor Vehicle insurance business that has
a bearing on any credits, penalties, determination of assigned Quota Share,
or any other issues relating to such business.
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Expenses of the MAIP, including all costs of operating the MAIP and all
costs, charges, expenses and liabilities and all income, property and other
assets which the Governing Committee determine not to be properly
chargeable to the profit or loss of risks placed in the MAIP by Members,
shall be shared among each Member based upon the proportion that each
Member’s Massachusetts direct written motor vehicle insurance premiums
which are reported on its Annual Statement for the most recent calendar
year bear to the total of such premiums for all Members. Assessments for
the expenses of the MAIP shall be levied on a quarterly basis or as
frequently as the Governing Committee deems necessary.
Premium from those classifications and/or coverages that are not
statistically reportable to the MAIP (those classes or coverages not
specified in the Massachusetts Private Passenger Statistical Plan) and all
premium from Antique Vehicles (Classification Code 048300) is excluded
from this calculation.
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A. Limited Assignment Distribution Agreement
A Member may enter into a contract, called a Limited Assignment
Distribution Agreement (LADA), with an Assigned Risk Company
(ARC), under which the Member transfers its obligation to provide
Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance policies to risks assigned
to it through the Massachusetts Automobile Insurance Plan (MAIP) to
the ARC and the ARC agrees to assume liability for and service all of
the Member’s MAIP assignments in exchange for a negotiated fee.
The LADA must provide that:
1. The ARC is responsible for servicing the other Member’s MAIP
assignments in addition to its own MAIP assignments;
2. The ARC is solely responsible for ensuring that its practices comply
with all MAIP Rules, state laws and regulations with respect to all
business serviced, including business serviced under LADAs;
3. The ARC assumes all of the other Member’s legal liabilities with
respect to the Member’s MAIP assignments; and
4. The ARC offers the same premiums and provides the same level of
service to the other Member’s MAIP assignments as it does to its own
MAIP assignments.
B. Eligibility Requirements for ARCs Entering Into LADAs
To be eligible to enter into a LADA(s) with another Member(s), an
ARC must apply for and receive approval from the Commissioner.
The ARC’s application to the Commissioner should include a
recommendation from the Governing Committee regarding the ARC’s
application.
An ARC must meet and continuously maintain all of the following
operating requirements, in addition to the requirements contained in
Rule 30:
1. Directly write at least 1% of Massachusetts’ voluntary Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle property damage liability car years. If the
individual company is part of a group of companies under common
ownership, control or management, the voluntary direct written Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle property damage liability car years of all
companies in the group combined may be used to fulfill this
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requirement provided that the company has not elected to be treated as
a separate Member pursuant to Rule 22.
2. Have a statutory capital and surplus of at least $25,000,000;
3. Have and maintain a net premium to surplus ratio that does not exceed
2 to 1;
4. Have maintained an A.M. Best’s financial rating of A- or better for a
continuous three-year period from the most current publication date of
the Member’s rating. A financial rating from an alternative rating
service cannot be used to fulfill this eligibility requirement;
5. Have been licensed to write motor vehicle liability insurance and
physical damage insurance without restriction in the United States or
its territories or possessions for a minimum of five years;
6. Have a facility to issue policies and to provide policyholder services,
including a process for the reporting and resolution of policyholder
complaints; and
The Commissioner may consider a LADA application from an ARC
that does not meet the 1% market share requirement or the 2 to 1 net
premium to surplus ratio requirement.
If at any time an ARC does not meet one or more eligibility
requirements, the ARC immediately must notify the MAIP and the
Commissioner.
C. Assignment Volume Limitation Under LADAs
When the MAIP quota share premium is greater than $5 million, each
ARC with a LADA shall be subject to a limitation on the additional
MAIP assigned exposures it may write on behalf of other Members
pursuant to a LADA. The limitation represents the maximum
percentage of the total MAIP assignments that an ARC may service
through LADAs. This limitation shall be determined in accordance
with the following formula:
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Market Share of Members
That May Be Excused From Their
Servicing Carrier Obligations
Limitation =
--------------------------------------+ 10%
Number of Active ARCs w/ LADAs

Where:
i.

The market shares of all Members that may be excused from their
sServicing cCarrier obligations pursuant to Section D. includes the
market shares of Members with LADAs (including those described
in Section D.2.) and the market shares of Members who otherwise
satisfy the eligibility requirements of Section D.1.

ii.

Active ARCs with LADAs include only those ARCs receiving
MAIP assignments through LADAs pursuant to Section B. In
order to qualify as an active ARC with LADAs, the ARC must
have a market share of at least 10% of all MAIP assignments made
under LADAs.

iii.

Example: Assume there is only one ARC that services MAIP
business through LADAs, and that the voluntary market share of
Members eligible to enter into LADAs is 15%. The single ARC
may enter into LADAs to service up to 25% of the potential MAIP
assignments of other Members eligible to enter into LADAs.
The resulting percentage shall be rounded to the nearest whole
percentage. This standard is applicable to existing ARCs with
LADAs. The limitation on additional MAIP assignments that
ARCs may service on behalf of other Members under LADAs shall
be subject to annual review by the Governing Committee.

D. Eligibility Requirements for Members That May Be Excused from
Their Servicing Carrier Obligations
1. Members with private passenger MAIP Quota Shares that write 5% or
less of Massachusetts voluntary private passenger direct property
damage liability written car years may be excused from their Servicing
Carrier obligations and may enter into a LADA with an ARC.
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2. Members with private passenger MAIP Quota Shares whose market
share of the Massachusetts voluntary private passenger motor vehicle
direct property damage liability written cars year is five percent (5%)
or greater may apply to the Commissioner to waive the market share
requirement. The Commissioner may grant or deny such a request, or
revoke an existing market share waiver, at her discretion, for the
benefit of the MAIP.
3. Annually, all market share waivers will be reviewed by the
Commissioner based upon each Member’s first quarter quota share
distribution reports. Any Member whose market share equals or
exceeds five percent (5%) may have its market share waiver revoked.
If a Member’s market share waiver is revoked by the Commissioner,
the MAIP shall notify the Member and the ARC by June 30 that the
LADA will terminate as of December 31 of that calendar year.
4. The eligibility requirements described in Sections D.1. through D.3.
are not in effect when the MAIP quota share premium is $10 million
or less. In this instance, any Member with a Quota Share has the
option to enter into a LADA. If the MAIP quota share premium
exceeds $10 million, the Governing Committee shall be guided by the
procedure in Section G.
E. Monitoring ARC Eligibility To Enter Into LADAs
The MAIP will review annually the eligibility of each ARC to enter
into LADAs to ensure the ARC continues to meet the eligibility
requirements in Section B. Such review may include, but is not
limited to, verification of any or all of the eligibility criteria in Section
B., review of quarterly financial statements filed by the ARC with the
Division of Insurance, and monitoring the volume of LADA business
written in relation to any applicable assignment volume limitation in
Section C.
If the MAIP determines that an ARC no longer meets one or more of
the eligibility requirements in Section B., the MAIP shall immediately
provide written notification to the ARC, the Governing Committee and
the Commissioner. If the ARC advises the MAIP that it no longer
meets one or more of the eligibility requirements in Section B., the
MAIP shall verify such information and provide written
acknowledgement to the ARC. The MAIP immediately shall advise
the Governing Committee and the Commissioner, in writing, that the
ARC no longer meets one or more of the eligibility requirements of
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Section B. The Governing Committee may take such action as it
deems necessary, including establishing a period of time for the ARC
to remedy the cause of ineligibility, or recommending the
Commissioner terminate the LADA.
F. Monitoring ARC Servicing Capacity Under LADAs
The MAIP will review the volume of MAIP assignments written by
ARCs under LADAs on a monthly basis and advise the Governing
Committee.
If an assignment volume limitation exists under Section C., MAIP’s
review may include an estimate as to when an ARC might approach,
meet, or exceed, the limitation. The MAIP will provide the ARC and
the Governing Committee with written notification on the status of the
ARC’s capacity to continue to accept MAIP assignments under
LADAs.
The MAIP will bring any ARC that is expected to exceed, or has
exceeded, the assignment volume limitation to the attention of the
Governing Committee. The ARC shall be provided at least 20 days
advance written notice of the Governing Committee meeting at which
the matter will be discussed. During the period between notification to
the ARC of meeting or exceeding its assignment volume limitation and
the date of the Governing Committee meeting, the ARC may continue
to accept assignments under its LADAs.
If an ARC is expected to exceed its assignment volume limitation, or
has exceeded its assignment volume limitation, Governing Committee
remedies shall include, but are not limited to, one or more of the
following:
1. Prohibit the ARC from entering into and negotiating any new LADAs
but continue servicing MAIP assignments under existing LADAs;
2. Solicit for one or more additional ARCs to offer LADAs; or
3. Employ any other remedy deemed appropriate by the Governing
Committee and approved by the Commissioner.
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G. Review of Plan Premium Volume
The MAIP will advise the Governing Committee whether the MAIP
quota share premium volume is less than, meets, or exceeds $10
million. The Governing Committee shall be governed by the
following:
1. If the MAIP quota share premium volume is $10 million or less, all
Members with MAIP Quota Shares may enter into a LADA.
2. If the MAIP quota share premium volume exceeds $10 million, the
Governing Committee may, at their discretion:
a. Reinstate the market share eligibility requirement set forth in
Section D. in accordance with the procedure set out in Section H;
b. Solicit for another ARC to service MAIP business under LADAs;
c. Continue to offer all Members with MAIP Quota Shares the option
to enter into a LADA until such time as the Governing Committee
determines further action is necessary;
d. Implement a combination of 2.b. and 2.c. above; or
e. Take any other action deemed appropriate by the Governing
Committee.
H. Reinstatement of Eligibility Requirements For Members to Enter
Into LADAs
If the eligibility requirements for Members to enter into LADAs are
reinstated by the Governing Committee in accordance with Section G.,
the MAIP shall be guided by the following:
1. All ARCs and Members shall be notified by June 30 that the eligibility
requirement in Section D.1. will be reinstated as of January 1 of the
new calendar year.
2. Members with MAIP Quota Shares that meet the eligibility
requirement in Section D.1. may enter into a LADA with an ARC as
of January 1 of the new calendar year.
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3. Current Members with LADAs pursuant to Section D.2. shall be
notified in writing by June 30 that their LADA(s) are terminated as of
December 31 and that they should prepare to receive their own MAIP
assignments as of December 31 of that calendar year.
4. Members with market shares of five percent (5%) or more may apply
to the Commissioner for a market share waiver in accordance with the
procedure in Section D.2.
I. Approval of LADAs
The Governing Committee shall ratify all LADAs which have been
reviewed and approved by the MAIP with the fee provision of the
contract omitted. The LADA must contain provisions agreed upon by
the ARC and the Member. The LADA also must contain provisions
which provide that, with respect to any of the Member’s in-force
policies in existence at the time of the execution of the LADA, such
policies shall continue to be serviced by the Member until their
respective anniversary date. In addition, the LADA shall provide that,
at least 45 days prior to the anniversary date of each affected in-force
policy of the Member, the Member shall issue a non-renewal notice
and the ARC shall provide the policyholder and producer of record
with a renewal offer and, if accepted, issue the policy in accordance
with these Rules.
The ARC shall be obligated to make a renewal offer for the remainder
of the original three year assignment period. Upon issuance of the
initial renewal offer by the ARC, the Member subject to the LADA
shall be relieved of its obligation with regard to the three year
assignment period.
The LADA may start on a date agreed upon by the Member and the
ARC and approved by the MAIP. LADA contracts are renewable by
agreement of the Member and the ARC.
Once the MAIP has reviewed and approved the LADA between the
ARC and the Member, the MAIP will send all assignments for all
Members subject to the LADA to the ARC. At least annually, the
MAIP will indicate how much of the LADA business was needed to
fulfill each Member’s assigned Quota Share.
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J. Termination of LADAs
A LADA may be terminated by either the ARC or the Member in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract. Written
notice of such termination shall be provided to MAIP 90 days prior to
the effective date of the termination. The ARC will continue to
receive assignments under the LADA until the effective date of the
termination. The terms and conditions of the contract between the
Member and the ARC shall include provisions for servicing MAIP
business until the expiration of the three year assignment period.
K. If a conflict exists between Rule 36 and the LADA, the provisions of
Rule 36 shall apply.
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A. For policies effective prior to October 1, 2012, Assigned Risk
Producers (ARPs) will be paid the same average commission for
private passenger risks insured through the MAIP as is paid for
voluntary risks in accordance with the private passenger motor vehicle
insurance rates on file with the Commissioner.
For MAIP business, ARPs that are not operating under the so-called
American Agency System will be paid the same average commission
as those that are operating under the American Agency System.
AB. For policies effective October 1, 2012 and subsequent, iIf the ARP has
a private passenger automobile contractual relationship with the
Assigned Risk Company (ARC) receiving the assignment, the terms of
the contract relating to commission payments apply regardless of the
rate, voluntary or MAIP, used to issue the policy.
BC. For policies effective October 1, 2012 and subsequent, iIf the ARP does
not have a private passenger automobile contractual relationship with
the ARC receiving the assignment, commission compensation shall be
in accordance with the following commission schedule. Merit rating
codes are as defined in the Massachusetts Private Passenger Residual
Market Automobile Insurance Manual. The MAIP commission
schedule applies regardless of the rate, voluntary or MAIP, used to
issue the policy.
Merit Rating Codes for Rated Operator(s)
All Rated Operators have Merit Rating Code = 99
All Rated Operators have Merit Rating Code = 0, 98 or 99
At Least One Rated Operator has Merit Rating Code = 1 - 4
At Least One Rated Operator has Merit Rating Code = 5 or
more

Base
Commission
Percentage
13.0%
12.0%
10.0%
10.0%

The following additional provisions apply:
1. The commission rate is determined at the time a new business or
renewal policy is issued.
2. A commission rate adjustment shall be made as a result of an
endorsement with an effective date the same as the policy effective
date if such endorsement affects the commission percentage.
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3. A commission rate adjustment shall not be made as a result of a
mid-term policy endorsement.
CD. For policies effective October 1, 2012 and subsequent, iIf the ARP is
not operating under the so-called American Agency System,
commission compensation shall be the same as for those ARPs
operating under the American Agency System in accordance with
Section BA. or CB. of this Rule, whichever applies.
DE. Nothing in this Rule is intended to alter any statutory obligation
relating to commission payments.
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A. Assigned Risk Company Terminations
1. Involuntary Terminations of an ARC
a. Involuntary Termination by the MAIP
In the event that it becomes necessary for the Governing
Committee to terminate an ARC from the MAIP, notice shall be
given in writing by the Chairman of the Governing Committee to
the Chief Executive Officer of the ARC. Such notice shall specify
a period of time of no less than six (6) months or such earlier time
as the parties may mutually agree, at which time the MAIP will no
longer assign new business to the ARC. The notice to the
terminating ARC will stipulate further that the ARC shall continue
to service its existing MAIP business until the expiration of the
three-year assignment period for each of its MAIP assignments,
unless the parties shall have mutually agreed to other arrangements
for the service of such assignments and such arrangements have
been approved by the Commissioner.
b. Involuntary Termination by the Commissioner
The Commissioner may terminate any ARC which he/she is
determineds to have violated the standards established for ARCs in
these Rules, or the Plan, or if it is found he/she finds that the
operation or financial stability of such ARC presents a danger to
the interests of policyholders or the continued operation of the
MAIP or will create substantial market disruption. If the
Commissioner terminates an ARC, the ARC shall continue to
service its existing MAIP business until the expiration of the threeyear assignment period for each of its MAIP assignments, unless
the Commissioner orders other arrangements for the service of
such assignments.
2. Approval by the Commissioner of ARC Terminations
No termination of an ARC will become effective until approved by the
Commissioner. In granting approval, the Commissioner will consider
the impact of such termination on policyholders, producers, and
brokers, and the market for private passenger motor vehicle insurance.
The ARC shall continue to services its MAIP business after the
termination becomes effective until the expiration of the three-year
assignment period for each of its MAIP assignments, unless other
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arrangements for the service of such assignments has been approved
by the Commissioner.
3. If the terminating ARC has executed LADAs with other Members at
the time of its termination, the MAIP and the Governing Committee
shall be guided by the following:
a. The terminating ARC will continue to receive assignments under
its LADAs until the termination date. The terminating ARC must
continue to service all business assigned under LADAs until the
end of the three year assignment period has been reached, unless
otherwise directed by the Governing Committee and approved by
the Commissioner.
b. The MAIP will provide Members with which the terminating ARC
has LADAs at least 90 days’ written notice of termination of the
ARC and cancellation of the LADA. Such notice shall indicate
that the Member must either seek a LADA with another ARC, or
be prepared to receive and write its own MAIP assignments.
c. The terminating ARC shall be responsible for its own MAIP
assignments after termination of the LADA. The terminating ARC
also may seek to enter a LADA with another ARC for the
terminating ARC’s own MAIP assignments.
4. In the event an ARC experiences unanticipated or unusual operations
difficulties that would impair its ability to continue to meet the
established ARC performance standards, the Governing Committee,
subject to the approval of the Commissioner, may take such action as
it may deem appropriate to alleviate the difficulties. Such actions by
the Governing Committee shall be taken when it is evident the interest
of the insuring public and the industry would be better served.
B. Members Electing to Withdraw from the Massachusetts Private
Passenger Motor Vehicle Insurance Market
A Member electing to withdraw from the Massachusetts private
passenger motor vehicle insurance market shall file a withdrawal plan
for an orderly withdrawal that shall include full settlement of all
financial obligations to the MAIP, as well as provide that the Member
shall either continue to service its existing MAIP business until the
expiration of the three-year assignment period for each of its MAIP
assignments, or has made other arrangements for the service of such
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assignments, as approved by the Commissioner. Approval of the
withdrawal plan for purposes of this Section shall mean written
approval by the Commissioner. Prior to approval, the Commissioner
shall hold a public hearing if requested to do so by the Governing
Committee of the MAIP, a Member of the MAIP, or any association of
producers, to consider the effect of the withdrawal on the orderly and
equitable conduct and operation of the Massachusetts private
passenger motor vehicle insurance market. Any such party seeking a
hearing must file a request with the Division of Insurance within ten
(10) days’ notice by the Division of Insurance to CAR of the
opportunity for a hearing. Copies of the withdrawal plan shall be
made public at the time of such notice.
Nothing in Rule 38 shall in any manner be deemed to act to or modify
or reduce an ARC’s or a Member’s obligations under the Plan, Rules,
of Operation, or Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual.
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A. Any person or Member made, or threatened to be made, a party to any
action, suit or proceeding, because such person, or any officers,
employee or representative of such Member, served on the Governing
Committee or on any committee of the MAIP or was an officer or
employee of the MAIP, shall be indemnified by the MAIP against all
judgments, fines, amounts paid in settlement, reasonable costs and
expenses including attorneys' fees, and any other liabilities that may be
incurred as a result of such action, suit or proceeding, or threatened
action, suit or proceeding, except in relation to matters as to which he
or it shall be adjudged in such action, suit or proceeding to be liable by
reason of breach of duty involving gross negligence, bad faith,
dishonest, willful misfeasance or reckless disregard of the
responsibilities in the performance of his or its duties or obligations to
the MAIP and, with respect to any criminal actions or proceedings,
except when such person or Member had reasonable cause to believe
that his or its conduct was unlawful. Such indemnification shall be
provided whether such person or Member is a Member or is holding
office or is employed at the time of such action, suit or proceeding and
whether any such liability is incurred prior to the adoption of this Rule.
Such indemnification shall not be exclusive of other rights such person
or Member may have and shall extend to the successors, heirs,
executors or administrators of such person or Member. In the event of
settlement or other termination of a matter before final adjudication,
indemnification shall be provided only if the Governing Committee
determines with the advice of independent counsel that the person or
Member to be indemnified did not in counsel's opinion commit such a
breach of duty.
B. In each instance in which a question of indemnification arises,
entitlement thereto, pursuant to the conditions set forth in the first
paragraph of this Rule, shall be determined by the Governing
Committee which shall also determine the time and manner of
payment of such indemnification; provided, that a person or Member
who or which has been wholly successful, on the merits or otherwise,
in the defense of a civil or criminal action, suit or proceeding of this
character described in the first paragraph of this Rule shall be entitled
to indemnification as authorized in such paragraph. Nothing herein
shall be deemed to bind a person or Member who or which the
Governing Committee has determined not to be entitled to
indemnification, or to preclude such person or Member from asserting
the right to such indemnification by legal proceedings. Such
indemnification as is herein provided shall be considered an operating
expense apportioned among all Members, including any Member
named in any such action, suit or proceeding, according to the Expense
Rratio deemed by the Governing Committee to be most appropriate.
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A. Requesting a Review
Any Member or licensed producer aggrieved by any unfair,
unreasonable, or improper practice of the MAIP or another Member
with respect to the operation of the MAIP may request a formal review
and ruling by the Governing Committee on the alleged practice. The
request for review must be made within thirty (30) days after the date
such person knew of the alleged practice. Any written material which
either party wishes to have considered in connection with the
deliberations of the matter should be forwarded to the MAIP at least
five (5) business days prior to the date scheduled for the review.
The review shall be held within fifteen (15) business days after the
receipt of the original request, unless such requirement is waived by
the aggrieved party. Except as may be otherwise provided by the
Governing Committee, the review shall be held by a Governing
Committee Review Panel consisting of three (3) Governing Committee
members entitled to vote. The decision of this Panel or any committee
sitting at the request of or under the authority of the Governing
Committee shall be rendered within fifteen (15) business days of the
review. The ruling of the majority of the Panel shall be deemed to be
the formal ruling of the Governing Committee.
B. Appealing a Ruling
Any formal Governing Committee ruling may be appealed to the
Commissioner by filing a notice of appeal with the MAIP and the
Commissioner within thirty (30) days after the date of the ruling's
issuance. The ruling of the Governing Committee shall remain in full
effect unless otherwise directed by the Commissioner.
The
Commissioner may approve, modify, amend or disapprove the ruling,
or direct the Governing Committee to reconsider the ruling. In
addition, the Commissioner may issue any other appropriate order,
including granting the aggrieved party a new review.
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Part 12 - Bodily Injury Caused By an Underinsured Auto
The basic limits are $20,000 each person and $40,000 each accident. Increased limits are available. The limits
may not exceed the limits of Part 5, or if Part 5 is not purchased, Part 1 of this policy. This coverage is excess
over Personal Injury Protection.
Other Coverages Available Are For:
Fire, Theft and Combined Additional Coverage subject to a basic deductible of $500; higher deductibles are
available at the option of the insured.
Theft coverage may be granted only in connection with Fire Coverage, and for a like amount in both cases.
These coverages are written on an actual cash value basis or stated amount basis.
Endorsement MPY-0031-S, titled Other Optional Insurance – Combined Additional Coverage, must be issued with
the policy when this coverage is afforded.
Endorsement MPY-0028-S, titled Other Optional Insurance – Fire, Lightning and Transportation, must be issued
with the policy when this coverage is afforded.
Endorsement MPY-0029-S, titled Other Optional Insurance – Theft, must be issued with the policy when this
coverage is afforded.

RULE 3.

COVERAGE AVAILABILITY

Massachusetts law and the provisions of Rule 27 of the MAIP Rules of Operation require insurers to make the following
levels of coverage available at the insured’s request for policies assigned through the MAIP:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Limits up to $250,000 each person and $500,000 each accident for Parts 3, 5 and 12. Limits above $250,000
each person and $500,000 each accident may be provided at the option of the insurer.
$8,000 each person for Part 2
$25,000 each person for Part 6.
Actual cash value subject to a $500 deductible for Parts 7, 8 and 9, including fire, theft, and combined
additional coverage.

Insurers must charge an extra-risk rate or refuse Collision and Comprehensive coverages under certain
circumstances as required by law. Refer to Rule 24 for extra-risk rating procedures.

RULE 4.
A.

STANDARD PROCEDURES

Renewals
1.

The insurer shall provide the coverage selections page not less than thirty days prior to policy expiration. The
coverage selections page may be accompanied by the Massachusetts renewal form.
If the Massachusetts renewal form is sent to the policyholder, it is not necessary for the policyholder to return
this form to the producer or company representative unless the information contained on the coverage
selections page or the Massachusetts renewal form is inaccurate or obsolete.

2.

The insurer may elect to secure payment of a deposit premium. The premium quotation shall be based on
the latest classification information and premium charges established for the renewal policy.

3.

Failure to pay the deposit premium may result in cancellation of the policy. The specific reason for cancellation
is non-payment of any required premium.
The Cancellation Notice must also contain the following statement:
“This cancellation will not take effect if the full amount due shown above is paid on or prior to the effective date
of cancellation.”
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or, if the residential address of the operator cannot be determined, then, by the Massachusetts business address of
the operator. No adjustment of the premium shall be made by reason of a change in the place of principal garaging
during the policy period unless such change is permanent.
Massachusetts registration is required of non-residents in accordance with reciprocal agreements with the various
states as determined by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles.
Any motor vehicle owned by a non-resident of Massachusetts for which Massachusetts registration is required, regularly
garaged inside the Commonwealth, shall be charged the rate for the territory in which the motor vehicle is principally
garaged by such non-resident during the period of Massachusetts registration.

RULE 6.

OUT-OF-STATE GARAGING

Any motor vehicle, whether owned by a resident or non-resident of Massachusetts for which Massachusetts registration
is required, principally garaged outside of Massachusetts shall be written at limits of liability at least equal to the financial
responsibility limits of the state of principal garaging, and shall be charged the rates for vehicles garaged in Territory 9.

RULE 7.

POLICY PERIOD

A.

Policies issued by assignment through the MAIP shall be for 12 month terms.

B.

Policies insuring individually owned motorcycles, trailers and other recreational-type vehicles shall, at the option
of the insured, be issued for a period of less than one year with policy expiration to be coterminous with the
registration. Endorsement M-0103-S, titled Non-Renewal of Policy (Motorcycles, Recreational Vehicles & Trailers),
must be issued with the policy.
“Recreational-type vehicle” means a land motor vehicle subject to a motor vehicle registration which expires
November 30 or December 31, and is principally used for vacation travel or leisure-time activity. Registration for
motorcycles expires December 31. Registration for all other recreational vehicles expires November 30.
The premium for such policies shall be determined by applying the appropriate percentage to the annual rate based
on policy inception date as shown in the table below.
If a short term policy is cancelled at the request of the insured later than thirty days from the effective date or later
than thirty days from the receipt of the policy, whichever is later, the return premium shall be calculated on a short
rate basis using the appropriate short rate table applicable to short term policies found in Rule 18.

Percentages for Short Term Policies
Date Interval*
Percent of
Motorcycle
Annual Rates
All Other
Dec.
1-31
Jan.
1-31
100
Jan.
1-31
Feb.
1-28
98
Feb.
1-28
Mar.
1-31
94
Mar.
1-31
Apr.
1-30
90
Apr.
1-30
May
1-31
88
May
1-31
Jun.
1-30
86
Jun.
1-30
Jul.
1-31
80
Jul.
1-15
Aug.
1-15
75
Jul.
16-31
Aug.
16-31
68
Aug.
1-15
Sep.
1-15
60
Aug.
16-31
Sep.
16-30
53
Sep.
1-15
Oct.
1-15
45
Sep.
16-30
Oct.
16-31
38
Oct.
1-15
Nov.
1-15
30
Oct.
16-31
Nov.
16-30
27
Nov.
1-15
Dec.
1-15
20
Nov.
16-30
Dec.
16-31
14
*All dates inclusive
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25 Inexperienced Principal Operator - licensed less than three years. Driver training. The operator has been
licensed less than three years, is the principal operator of the automobile, and has completed a Satisfactory Driver
Training Program.
26 Inexperienced Occasional Operator - licensed less than three years. Driver training. The operator has been
licensed less than three years, has completed a Satisfactory Driver Training Program, and is not the principal
operator of the automobile.
Business Use. The operator has been licensed at least six years and the automobile is used in the occupation,
profession, or business of the insured. Going to or from the principal place of the occupation, profession or
business of the insured is not considered business use.
B.

Operators

All operators of the insured automobiles must be listed on the Coverage Selections Page of the Policy. An operator is
a person who has an operator’s license, but does not include a person who has only a learner’s permit.
1.

Assignment of Operators to Automobiles

a. If an insurer defers operators listed on a policy who are rated on an automobile insured by another
Massachusetts private passenger motor vehicle insurance policy for the purposes of rating the policy on which
they are listed in the voluntary market, this practice must be extended to the rating of policies assigned to it through
the MAIP. If the insurer does not defer any listed operator under the policy for the purposes of rating the policy,
the insurer shall not adopt that practice for the purposes of rating a policy assigned to it through the MAIP.
b. Each operator listed on the policy shall be assigned to an automobile on the policy based on the operator’s
class and merit rating in a manner which produces the highest Combined Premium (the sum of the premium for
Parts 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 for the operator’s class and the operator’s merit rating adjustment) for each automobile.
The operators shall be assigned in order of the highest Combined Premium applied to the automobile with highest
Base Premium (the automobile’s Class 10 premium for Parts 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9) until all operators are assigned
to an automobile, except that:
i. If an inexperienced operator is the principal operator of a specific automobile, the automobile shall
be rated with the appropriate inexperienced principal operator class and merit rating adjustment of
that operator.
ii. If an operator age 65 or over is the principal operator of a specific automobile and all operators
listed on the policy have been licensed at least six years, the automobile shall be rated as Class
15 and that operator’s merit rating adjustment shall be applied . However, if more than one listed
operator is age 65 or over, Class 15 and the merit rating adjustments of the Class 15 operators
shall be applied in the manner which produces the highest Combined Premium.
iii. If only one operator is listed on the policy, all automobiles on the policy will be assigned the same
principal operator classification and merit rating adjustment.
iv. If each listed operator has been used in rating an automobile on the policy, any remaining
automobiles shall be assigned the operator class and merit rating adjustment which produces the
lowest Combined Premium, unless the automobile is subject to rating as Class 30.
v. If more than one operator is listed on the policy, an operator cannot be assigned as the principal
operator of more than one automobile on the policy until the other operators are assigned to an
automobile.
c. The assignment of operators to automobiles applies regardless of the number of policies or insurers involved.
d. An inexperienced operator in active military service with the Armed Forces of the United States of America shall
not be considered an operator of the automobile unless such individual customarily operates the automobile.
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e. Private passenger automobiles owned by clergy are to be classified as Class 10 or 15 unless (a) Class 30 is
required due to business use other than in connection with church use or (b) an inexperienced operator is listed
on the policy.
2.

Excluded Operator
If an operator who is a member of the household is to be excluded in rating a particular automobile to produce
a lower premium charge, the policyholder must submit a signed statement that such operator does not and
will not operate the automobile to be insured. The signed statement must be part of the Operator Exclusion
Form, M-0106-S.
If any operator excluded by the Operator Exclusion Form operates the automobile, under any circumstances,
the appropriate operator classification premium for the full policy period shall be charged and the company
shall deny payment of any claim under the optional coverage for a collision or limited collision claim because
the excluded operator was driving the automobile at the time of the accident. The company may elect not to
charge the additional premium for the full policy period.

3.

Driving Experience
An operator new to Massachusetts must provide evidence of licensure from the state or country where the
operator was previously licensed in order to assign the correct operator classification under this rule. If
electronically available, the company will be responsible for obtaining the motor vehicle operator report from
the other state or country. If necessary, a certified English translation may be required. No operator shall be
assigned to Class 10 unless the operator has six or more years of driving experience.
The classification assigned to the operator is based on the number of years licensed in the other state or
country and the completion of driver training, as established by the evidence of licensure. If no evidence of
prior licensure is available, the operator may be assigned to Class 20 (inexperienced principal operator,
licensed less than three years, no driver training) or Class 21 (inexperienced occasional operator, licensed
less than three years, no driver training). The Massachusetts driving experience will be used thereafter to
assign the operator classification.

4.

Operator Use
Operators will be classified by the amount of use of an insured automobile:
· Principal Operator – a person who has an operator’s license and operates the insured automobile
more than any other listed operator as determined by the percentage of use of the automobile.
·
Occasional Operator – a person who has an operator’s license and operates the insured automobile
less than the principal operator.

C. Classification Changes
Classification of each automobile shall be determined by the facts existing as of the effective date of the
policy. Premium adjustments shall be made on a pro rata basis if changes occur during the policy period.
D. Satisfactory Driver Training Program
1. Completion and receipt of a certificate under the Massachusetts Driver Education Program prescribed by the
Registrar of Motor Vehicles, or
2. The presenting of satisfactory evidence (certificate signed by school officials) that such operators has
successfully completed a driver education course in a state other than Massachusetts meeting the following
standards:
a. The course had the official approval of the State Department of Education or other responsible state
agency, and was conducted by:
(1) a recognized secondary school, college or university, or
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(2) other school approved and supervised by the State Department of Education or other responsible
state agency.
b. The course was conducted by instructors certified by the State Department of Education or other
responsible state agency.
c. The course was composed of a minimum of thirty clock hours for classroom instruction, plus a minimum
of twelve clock hours per student in the practice driving phase.

RULE 29.

RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

RULE 30.

PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION - DEDUCTIBLE OPTIONS

The policyholder, at his or her option, may elect an amount to be deducted from the amounts otherwise due each
person subject to the deduction, under the following conditions:
1.

The option of electing a deductible shall be limited to individual insureds and shall apply only to private
passenger vehicles as defined in this Section and motor homes owned by such insureds.

2.

The eligible policyholder may select a deductible amount of $100, $250, $500, $1,000, $2,000, $4,000 or
$8,000.

3.

The deductible applicable to the “Policyholder alone” is the only deductible available if the policyholder is the
only member of the household, regardless of the number of vehicles which he owns. Lawfully married
individuals having joint ownership and registration of a single motor vehicle which is the only vehicle in the
household shall be considered to be an individual for purposes of paragraph 4 of this rule. In such a case the
same form of deductible must apply to both of the lawfully married individuals.

4.

Either the deductible for the policyholder “alone” or the policyholder and household members is available to a
policyholder who has two or more members in his household and there is one motor vehicle in the household.

5.

The deductible applicable to the policyholder and household members is the only deductible available for
election if there are two or more members in the household, and also two or more motor vehicles insured for
Personal Injury Protection by household members.

6.

If two or more vehicles are insured under a single policy, the same deductible election shall apply to all vehicles
insured under such a policy.

7.

As used in this rule, the term “household members” means those persons living in the policyholder’s household
who are related to the policyholder by blood, marriage or adoption. This includes wards or foster children.

The Personal Injury Protection premium otherwise applicable shall be reduced by the dollar amount determined by
applying the percentage shown on the Miscellaneous Rating Factors page to the manual premium.

RULE 31.

TRANSPORTATION OF FELLOW EMPLOYEES

If a private passenger motor vehicle has a seating capacity of not more than eight passengers other than the driver and
is used to carry fellow employees, students or others for a consideration, expressed or implied, to or from, or near their
place of employment or education, the premium to be charged shall be the otherwise applicable private passenger
automobile premium. For vehicles in excess of eight passengers, refer to the rule for van pools in the commercial
automobile manual.

RULE 32.

RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE
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